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ABSTRACT

This st:udy investigates spent rue]. cask handling experience at ex:i.st[ng

nuc]e.ar facilities to determine appropriate, cask ¢leeont:amination and

ma intenance, operati.o_,_; at the pot:ent.i a] h'tlc.c.a M(_t.tllt:-¢.:t_tl lTc:[)os; i tor'y, "l'l_ese.

(1)[)eFat. iolls _1170 categOlTi zed as e.i.t:t_el, rot_til_e ()F t/Olll'OUt.ille. R(_t_t:i.lle. t,ask

decorlt:aminat:ion and maJlttenaLlce tasks (|176., pe. rfot.-med in t:he cask

p_Teparat:ion area at:: the repository. Ca,aks are t:;_t<e_ o[I71ine t:.o a separat:e

_..'a_k ma int'enance, area f}or ma.jot imnrottt:ine t:asl,:s, The s t:udy devel ops

% ct}_,c:ept:t.la] (tes igtls oi: t:lle c.ask pret);iral ion ttlT(:_tt LtII(t c_i::;k III,'.-I[II|.:_._tl;.IFIC£_. /.t17{';t.

.... l'he f.uI_ct-i ons, ]ayo_tt:s, and maj oi: t:eatures of t:.l_ese areas ace al :..;o
desc_:ibed,

Till.':; work was c_,lnl:,lel:ed December 1989.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

/

This study identifies necessary cask decontamination and maintenance
;

, operations at the potential Yucca Mountain repository and develops a

preliminary conceptual design of the associated facilities, These,

facilities (the cask preparation area and the cask maintenance area of" the

repository was te -hand],ing building) are designed to meet the cask

decontamination and maintenance requirements outlined in "Generic

Requir.'ements for a Mined Geologic Disposal System" (DOE, 1986a), General

arrangements of the facilities are developed using a modular approach so

that the design concepts can be adapted, with minor modifications, to

other potential spent, fuel handling facilities in the Federal Waste

Management Systems (FWMS),

The nature and extent of cask decontamination, maintenance, and

re.configuration that wiil be needed at the repository are highly

uncertain, The associated operations depend on many factors, incl.ud[ng

the configuration of the FWMS (e,g., with or without other spent i:.'uel

handling facilities), the function_,l requirements of each element in the

I._dMS, and the design features of the casks to be used in the system,

Because the development of casks to be received at the repository is stil.].

in an early stage, a reference cask design is chosen. This study i,:_ based

on a reference FWMS configuration and various assumptions regarding cask

decontamination, maintenance, and reconfiguration at the repository,

These configurations and assumptions provide a basis for develop:Ing

conceptual designs of the facilities necessary to conduct the above

operations. This work was done during the pre-Advanced Conceptual l)t_sign

phase as reflected in SAND84-2641, Site Characterization Pl.an-Collceptua]

Design Report,

Af_ e×tensive ].it.e. rature ceview and a survey of. spent; fue.1 ha_ldlil_.; =-

faci]ities have been conducted, and the results are used to determine t:l_c,

cask processing operations, facilit:ies, and equipment reconunended t._ -_

perform similar operations at the repository. These operations s_::tve as a

I);,sis for identif.ying cask decontamination and maintenance tasks and i:or

2
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designing the facilities for performing these tasks, Functional block

flow dlagram_ of cask processing operations, including routine and

nonroutine cask decontamination and maintenance tasks, have been prepared,

O

The cask preparation area is designed to facilitate routine cask

decontamination and maintenance, as well as other routine cask preparation

operations needed to unload fuel and sLlip the cask offsite, Major

feat.ures of this area include' (I) separation of the cask preparation

area from the receiving and shipping bay and (2) capabiliLy of

Lransferring casks to the cask mat.ht-chance area for nonroutJ.ne operations,

Becau._e casks may be radioactively c.ontamln,tted when they are tra_tsferre.d

into Lhe cask preparation area aft.er spent kuel unloading, 'the area is

desJ..gnedas a separately vent.i]ated area to prevent the potential spread

of contamination t:o the receiving and shi.pping bay. '['hecapability of,,

t.ransferring c.asks from the routine handling pat:h in the task preparaL:[on

area t::o t:he n|at.lttellal_ce area (offl. J.ne) Jnc.teases the. availability of t:he

cask preparation area ior processing addltt.onal casks while nonroutine

cask decontamination and maintenance operations are conducted offline,

Routine cask decontam:l.rmtion tasks :t.n t:he cask preparation area include

mal_ual_ly wiping the cask ext.eri.or sur:l:ace (l.ocalized areas), the cask

o,.tt:er cavity, and the cask- to-hot.-cel:l, adaptct during cask pceparaLion for

._;l:ll.pnle1_t off:siLe. A].so, rout.i.l_e cask ma.[ntenance tasks at:'e perfotmed in

the cask pret)al:attotl ar_.:a, il_ctudillg visual inspection of cask components

,:J_(l c(_r_taJ.nment:, ver:i.[Jcal:iot_ tes.;t:s ot: unloaded casks pr:tor t.o shipmetit

i c,t:t:>;i.t:e. The,:;e mait_t_et_a_ce, l:.asl<s aye commonly t::et'llled "pre\,er_tive

I11_1i ll(..erla,-_ce. "

Tilt' c_.].':;k Ilia t ll[:t-.'ll_:tllCe _:t1"(..,_t _:;t(::i 1..i. [_:ll o.',; llOl]l:Out, ilte (Ic:!c'.ollt:;:llll.[i'l_:i{::loll al:l(l

m;liIitenal_ce and iJerm.it.s cask reconf.igtll:,'lt..ion (e.g,, fuel spacer

{:ll_j,eout.). ]'lie area i_clude.s var'i.c,u._.; sl_lelded ce:l.l_; w:i.t:l_ i:il.t:ered
#1

:. i,_,i'[ovmed r'emc_te].y _.1 (2) ope_:'at::io_._; wl_e_'e t_J_:,l_ ]evel.:_ ot: cont:anl:i.r_,'._t.i.o__ ;

: ,'1 1"1.! [) |'C! ._;011 t..
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The caJk ext'_rlor, interior cavity, and internal components (fuel basket

and spacer) can be decontaminated in the cask maintenance area, There are

separate facilities and equipment for each of these decontamination

operations, A remote automated spray system, equipped with high-pressure

' nozzles, is used to thoroughly decontaminate the entire cask exterior

surface, if necessary. Two methods of cask interior cavity

decontamination are implemented in the facility design: (i) flushing,

which is done for casks requiring minor cask cavity decontamination, and

(2) manually decontaminating the cavity (with or without the fuel basket

present) with long-handled wet vacutun and sluicer instruments, which is

performed on casks requiring extensive inner cavity decontamination.

Facilities similar to those for cask exterior deco_]tamination are provided

for decontaminating fuel baskets and fuel spacers removed from the cask

cavity.

The cask maintenance tasks that can be performed in the cask maintenance

area include the replacement of removable and interchangeable cask

components, The components include fuel baskets, fuel spacers, closure

head seals, valves and valve compor_ents, fasteners, and other hardware,

Storage areas for the components are also incorporated into the design,

k,

] :</>:
2
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manner that accommodates an MRS in the FWMS, They are al_o developed

using a modular design approach mo that they can be adapted, with minor

modifications, to the MRS°

1..3 o___ot_u_.!.. A_nr_o___h
e

The report consists of seven sections plus two appendices.

Section 1.0 is the introduction.

Section 2.0 presents the bases for the conceptual design of the

cask decontamination and maintenance facilities. These bases consist- of

the functional requirements and performance criteria, a description of

the reference cask system, and major assumptions.

Section 3.0 discusses the operations necessary for processing

transportation casks at the repository.

Section 4.0 addresses the conceptual design of the cask

preparation area, where routine cask decontamination and maintenance

operations are performed,

Section 5.0 addresses the conceptual design of the cask

maintenance area; where nonroutlne cask decontamination and maintenance

operations are performed.

Section 6.0 presents the conclusions and recommendations of this

report.

Section 7.0 ]ist:_ the references,

The appendices p_'esent supp].emental information, including
t,

personal communications (addressing operatt, onal expe_-ience with cask

processing at existing waste-handling facilities) and cask internal

contamination data.



I.0 INTRODUCTION

I.I Pu__ose

The purpose of this study is to identify transportation cask

decontamination and maintenance tasks needed at the potential Yucca

Mountain repository and to deve_iop design concepts for the associated

facilities. The design concepts developed in this report can serve as a

basis for further stages of design of the repository,

I.2 Scope

This study assesses tran.;portation c_sk processing at the

repository receiving facilities to develop a basis for the facilities and

equipment needed to conduct cask decontamination and maintenance

operations. The fa,zilities are designed to meet the requirements _;tated

_n "Generic Requirements for a Minel Geologic Disposal System"

(DOE, 1986a).

This report describes a reference cask design and summarizes

general industry practices and experience with cask handling. This

information forms a basis for reco,_ended cask-processing operations at

the repository. Cask reconfiguration operations are also addressed as

part of this study.

Because spent fuel casks are the primary type of cask received at

the repository and decontamination and maintenance of other casks <e.g.,

high-level waste casks) would not be as frequent or extensive, this study

emph8_izes spent fuel cask processing.

The conceptual designs of the facilities discussed in this ._tudy

are developed based on the assumption that spent fuel is shipped I_c__he

repository directly from reactor facilities; i.e., no Monito_:ed

Retrievable Storage f_cilJty (MRS) exists in the Federal Waste Manageme_it_

System (FWqMS). However. the facilities described here are de._igne_lil_ _



,, ,,,, ,

2.0 BASES FOR DESIGN

In this section, design criteria are presented, the reference

transportation cask system is described, and the assumptions about

cask-processing operations are given. These criteria, descriptions, and
Q

assumptions serve as the bases for the conceptual designs developed in

this study.

2.1 _est_n Grtterl_

2.1.i Func_tional Requirements

DOE (1986a) defines the receiving system of the repository as the

system for accepting high-level radioactive waste shipments from the

external transportation system° The components of the receiving system

covered in the scope of this study are the facilities necessary for the

preparation, decontamination, and maintenance of transportation casks.

Other cask-handling and cask-processing features are considered, as

necessary, to address th.eoperational interfaces with the exter,_al

transportation system.

The general functional requirements identified in DOE (1966a) for

the cask-processing facilities are to "receive and unload radioactive

waste from the external transportation system" and to "prepare and

dispatch transportation system components for a return trip." The

relevant criteria contained in the aforemel_tioned document are discussed

below.

2.1..2 Performance Criteria and Constraints

2.1.2. J General

The repository receiving facility shall be designed to handle bot:h

truck and rall shipments of hlgh-level radioactive waste (DOE, 1986a).

The waste will. be transported in shipping casks designed specifically for

rall and truck transportation modes. T_e reference transportation cask

system for this study is discussed in Subsection 2.2.

-_ 2-1



The facility design should ensure that the receiving, shipping,

and inspectlo1_ ,functions of the repository interface with external

transportation systems in an efficient and cost-effective mamler. The

required functions include "performing decontamination operations, seal

changes, and replacement of the cask removable components, such as
P

baskets and sleeves" (DOE, 1986a). Additionally, DOE (1986a) states that

"the repository receiving facility should include provision3 f_.r lag a

storage for the casks and storage of the interchangeable cask co_JIi_onents."

2.1.2.2 Radiation and Contamination

According to DOE (1986a), the repository receiving facility shall

provide the capability to check for radiation and contamination on

transportation components and to decontaminate them, if necessary.

Radiation and contamination surveys of casks at the repository will be

performed to demonstrate compliance with transportation requirements, to

reduce personnel radiation exposures to levels as low as reasonably

achievable (ALARA), and to implement contamination control procedures, if

required.

Transportatioa casks to be processed at the repository will be

designed to meet the radiation dose rate limits of l0 CFR 71.47 (NRC,

i]986) and 49 CFR 173.441 (DOT, 1986). These regulations require that the

maximum levels of radiatior, bc limited to 200 mrem/hr at any point on the

external surface of the package and i0 mrem/hr at any point 2 ,_ from the

accessible surface. The levels of radiation from the reference casks

assumed in DOE (1986a), however, are given as 50 mrem/hr at the cask

surface and I0 mrem/hr at 2 m from the cask. Cask-processing systems and

features shall be designed so that workers can perform the associated

operatlons without receiving radiation exposures greater than 1 rem/yr

(DOE, 1986b).

DOT (1.986) specifies maximum levels of removable contamination on

the exterior surfaces of shipping casks during transportation. According

to 49 CFR 173.443, at any time during transportation, the level of

removable radioactive contamination on the external surface of the cask



d 2 2shall not exceed 220 _pm/cs for beta-gamma emitters and 22 dpm/cm

for alpha emitters (DOT, 1986). The repository is also required to limlt

the external surface contamination to 10% of' the above levels prior to

the shipment of unloaded casks offslte (DOT, 1986). Provisions wl]] be

necessary to decontaminate casks that become contaminated to levels tl_at

exceed these limits (e.g., after spent fuel unloading). The faclllt_

design should incorporate confinement barriers and other features to

prevent the uncontrolled spread of radioactive contamination.

DOE (1986a) sta_ that the total buildup of contamination In casl<

cavities shall not exceed the limits of' 49 CFR 173.427 (DOT, 1986), which

stipulates that if the "internal contamination does not exceed" 2,200

dpm/cm 2 for beta-,gamma emitters and 220 dpm/cm 2 for alpha emitters,

then the package can be shipped as an "empty radioactive material

package." However, decontaminatlon of unloaded casks to comply with th__

"empty package" limits may be extensive and time-consumlng. Sp_nt _I

handling facilities that were surveyed (Appendix A) do not perform ._;_acl,

decontamination operations, but return unloaded casks with some int<_rn,_l

contamination. The above criterion is discussed in further detall Ii_

Subsections 2.3.5 and 3.4.2.

2.2 Reference Transportation Cask S_s_tem

The conceptual design of the facilities for processing

transportation casks (especially decontamination and maintenance) at t:ILe

repository depends on the FWMS configuratlon _ e., with or without an

MRS) and the assoclated cask type_ and their des gns. First, if an MR:_

were incorporated, a smaller number of casks would be received and

processed at the repository i'han if no MRS ex'Isted in the FWMS (BNI,

1989). Secondly, because spen _ fuel recelved from the MRS would be

contained in canisters and the casks containing the canisters are loaded

Jn a dry environment, the levels _f cask interior and exterior

con tam_natlon would be lower than those for spent fuel casks shipp_d llos

reactor facilities. Additionally, NRS-to-reposltory spent fuel ca_:_k_O.

_: 2-3
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would not require reconfiguration of their internals to accept different

fuel types and lengths, as would from-reactor casks, because the

canisters containing the spent fuel would be uniform in dimension,

Based on the above, the requirements for cask decontamination,

maintenance, and reconflguration at the repository would be greater if no

MRS were incorporated into the FWMS. Therefore, this study is based on
wL

the transportation cask system associated with the FWMS configuration .In

which no MRS is present. However, MRS-to-reactor casks are also

generally addressed so that they may be easily accommodated at the

repository if an MRS is adopted.

2.2.1 Cask

Most of the radioactive waste shipments will arrive at the

repository in casks specifically designed for spent fuel truck or rall

modes of transportation (SNL, 1987). Other types of casks, designed for

the transport of various forms of hlgh-level waste (IILW) (e.g., vitrified

HLW and nonfuel-bearlng waste) will also be received at the repository.

Because most of the casks to be received at the repository will be spent

fuel casks, and spent fuel presents the highest potential for cask

contamination, the processing of spent fuel. casks is emphasized in this

study.

DOE (1986a) summarizes the characteristics and common features of

the truck and rail casks that are assumed to arrive at the repository.

Among the: spent fuel casks discussed are a 25-ton legal-weight-truck

(LWT) cask, a 40-ton overweight-truck (OWT) cask, a 100-ton 4--axle rail

cask, and a 125-ton 8-axle tall cask. The "Draft ].988 Mission Plan

Amendment" (DOE, 1988) states that the design and development of OWT

! casks have been deferred; therefore, OWT casks are not considered in th_.s

s t:udy.

e

In June 1987, I OL selected contractors for the design of the

" following from-reactor spent fuel casks: two LWT cask des:tgns



(with weights of approximately 25 tons) and three rail-and-barge cask

designs (with weights of approximately I00 tons) (DOE, 1986c), DOE

intends to select one or more of the truck and rail cask designs for use

in the transportation of spent fuel to the repository.

If an MRS is incorporated into the waste management system, other

a types of casks may be procured for transporting spent fuel (either as

intact assemblies or consolidated fuel) in canisters from the MRS to the

repository. Large rail casks are expected to be used to transport spent

fuel from the MRS to the repository (DOE, 1987).

This study assumes that three types of spent fuel casks will be

acconu_odated at the repository: (i) LWT cask (approximately 25 tons),

(2) rai]/bar[_,e cask (approximately i00 tons), and (3) MRS-to-reposltory

c.ask (approximately ]25 tons).

2.2.2 _D2_aCr:!p.t_!_ol_o[__S_ys tem

2.2.2.1 General

Casks are transported in a horizontal orientation on specially

-: designed truck tra[lers or railcars. During transport, the carrier

(truck trailer or" rai]car) supports the cask and p_-ovides tiedown points

for the personnel barrier that surrounds the cask. A typical

transportation cask system _s illustrated in Figure 2-1.

Three types of persomlel barriers are used for transportation cask

systems currently operating in the [I.S. One design consists of a single

structure that must be removed from the carrier frame before the cask can

be unloaded from the carrier (NAC, 1988). The other two designs - a

: sliding type and a clam._hell type - are nonremovable. They remain on the

frame d_r_jng t_nloadJn_, of the cask from the carrier. Because DOE (1986c)
=

- stat:¢,,J that persozlne] t,arr_ers should remain on the carrier when they are

opened to access t:he ca,_k, nonremovable types are assumed to be

irlcort_or'ated in t t_e cask transport system.

2-5
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Personnel
Barrier

Cask ,_ / Tiedown

i ...... I_' - [-_- -,_ _,_oac,L,_,,°r__-___,_.___ ,,_
[-,'-CT-, __

Carrier /_ _'_ Cask Support

Figure 2-1, Schematic of a Typical Transportation Cask System

Source: DOE (1978)
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Structural members on tile carrier support the cask at the two

pairs of cask trunnlons (described in Subsection 2.2.2.2) located at each

end of the cask body. Tiedown mechanisms secure the cask to the supports

' on the carrier at each cask trunnion, A typical cask tiedown arrangement

is illustrated in Figure 2-2.

j,

a 2.2.2.2 Reference Cask_De__i n Features

Two types of spent fuel casks are shown in Figures 2-3 and 2-4.

Cask design features referred to in this study are described below. A

spent fuel cask typically consists of three types of components:

o Cask containment and shielding components

o Components to hold the waste form in position

o Other miscellaneous components

Cas_k Containment add Shie_din_ Components. This category

comprises the cask body, the closure head(s), and the valved penetrations.

Ca__skBody. The spent-fuel cask body typically is of

double-shell construction. The irmer shell (typically stainless steel

and/or lead) provides shielding for gamma radiation; the outer shell

(polyethylene, or resin) provides shielding for neutron radiation. The

inner and outer surfaces of these casks (from reactor facilities) are

required to be smooth to facilitate decontamination, as specified in DOE

(1986C).

Closure Head(91. The shielded closure head provides

contair_nent of the spent fuel in the cask cavity. The closure head is

usually constructed of stainless steel with a uranium

2-7
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inner co:re for radtat, ton shield:i.ng, and is fastened to tile c.ar_k body

either by bolts or by a combinat:i_n of rml:s and threaded stud;ii, In

general_ there are threaded insert,a (helico[]s') in tile cask body to

accommodate the bolts or studs and thus pt'ev(_nl, dalntlgft to the ca,,.._k t_ody.

O-rl.ng(s) form ,'.t leaktt.ght, sea] betwe_xl the closure ltead anc:l c.a_:_k

j. body, The O.-rtngs are typically he'.l.d to the :l.n,_:tde of tl_t,, t".lost|r(:, tread

by groove:._ and/or retaining cl.ips. Het._,_.l. or e.l.aStOlllel ....type, O..-r.tng ;_t'alq

are commonly employed on sh._pping casks currentl.y tlsed :lh the U,S. (NA(I,

1988; TN, ].9881 Warrant'.j1989), Bec.ause tile sc:_alslose the:lr ability to

keep the primary containment leaktight after several uses, they ,lust be

periodically replaced, Some cask designers suggest replace.lnent of seals

for every loaded shipment; others suggest replacement for every 5 and

even up to 15 loaded shipments (NAC,, 1988). _or purposes of this report,

closure head seals are assumed to require replacement at the repository

on a Ilonroutine basis.

Some casks currently u:._ed in the II,S, incorporate a

double.-containment confl.guratton (Johnson, 1988) consisting of an inner

closure b:-ad for primary containment and an outer closure head for

secondary containment, F:tgure 2-3 shows a single-containment cask

configuration; Figure 2-4 shows a double-containment cask configuration,

Tllis study assumes that the referenc:e casks have double containment,

(Ca,aks with single containment will require fewer operations, so the

recommended cask-handling concepts wil]. accommodate both types of casks,)

V.a._l_y_('.d...P_.L!.e.t.r.__!t_j..o_n__.,Valved penetzattons through t:he cask

closure llead(s) are typically provided for gas.-sampl:Ingj f]ushlng,

venting, and leak--.testing the contalmnent(s). The valves are usua]l.y

equipped with seals similar to those furnished for the closure bead.

Like the closure head seals, these valve seals must be replaced

per!odical.ly (NAC, 11.988;TN, 1988).
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comprises the fuel basket and fuel spacers,

!!',U_!,....Bfit_!_t_t_,. The :internal cask c.av! ty (or

[Jrlmarycontalrmlei_t) of spent fuel (:asks is typlcall.y des.tgned to

accommodate a rernovab;le fuel basket f'or carry:l.ng ftlei assemblies.

gaskets are designed t:o accommodate, either pres,,.._urtzed water reactor

(PWR) type assembl, tes or botling water react:or (BWR) type assemblies; tile

eross-s_cttonal dtmt._:tst(:,Lls of t.llt.: two lypes of' asselnbllesl dtfl(:r, ti'll_._'l

baskets are usually ('(_nstru('.led ot: alumln_ml, wltl_ some cte_,_l.gt_s

incorporating a neutron-.-absorl:_Ing material for criticality control

(Johnson, 1988), Althougl_ the rail casks tratlsporttng spent fuel. from

r_::a('tor fa('.t ] tl:l ea ar'e required to l_ave removabl e and t.rlt e.r('hangeabl e

fuel baskets, tI'tl(:k casks may b_-: de,utglled side(lilt:ally l.(._r oI_. type ¢,I

lUe[ (I}OE_ ]986(:'). i"or (:he purpc_se oi" thts st._(ly, t. ruc'k casks (t_,_tgz_ed

for use in the federal waste management system att+e assumed to have

r+emovobl.e and tnt:er(.'.t_angeab]..e fuel basket:s,

F..k_._.!...8.I.?g.('._.ef.:_,Another component associated wt. rh the spe__t.

f_el cask cavity ts the t'uel spacer. The fuel. spacer supports tl_e fuel

assemblies ax:l.a].l.y inside the tuel basket durt_g cask transport and

t_a_d]ing. There are different tuel spacer lengths for dlt"ferent. ;l.engtl_s

ot fuel. assemblies, Individual spacur_, mounted to the fuel spa('.er

a:_;_embly pl.ate, support /'_lel assemblies in each cham_el of tt_e fuel.

t_ask_-_t, 1_ moat ¢:urrent cask design,s, the fuel spacer assembly :Is bolte.d

t_ I Ilt_ tl_s.lde of the cl.ostire head, A typic.al fuel spacer assc, mb]y 1:_

lily,strafed in Ytgure 2-.-..5,

For casks he;lng dest.gned t.o t:ra_,:_porL t'ue], frc_m reactor(c, DOI,:

(1986(') st.at, es tl,at "t'uel space.r.'i_ _._hotl.ld l_e! t_rov.l(.ted t.lt the basket lE

Ilt'¢'.t_:._,'3al'y tO [)(:)_¢.',_] t, t (]Il .ullol-tet [lie I a,_l[_tq/lbl ] (-_S 111/it1" lille ba_.;kut: I?_II[ r6_II('l'. "

,#

I_.,ttorn of: the l,ati_ket, a:._ dls(:'.u,'i;tae:d I,y S('.l_lnld (Al_pend[_: A.. I), t.hts st_d.,/

a_:._,l|nt_s _;ll_? flle'l apact_.l as_4emb]y to I_t:: at ta(:l_e(I to t.h_: ul_(i_,r,utde (_t I lxt_

[' J l_:;lll¢:! li_,ad.



_[lJ_,_ll_l_._gJlll__, This category comprises the trunnions

and the impact limiters,

_.K_iD.i.o..!!_.As shown in Figures 2-3 and 2.-4, a _alr of

t ctlullt{_ns ts ]{,catted nuar each ett{I {}l" th_ cask b(Jdy. Tile e.ask is

8t_l_pOct'ed _J.tl(:lse('_red Lo the carr le.r i"rame at each trtmulot_ dut'tng

t.rtmsport:, For {'.a:.Jk tland.ltng, a .,spr+'Plally des.i.gned lift. r.Lg (or yoke)
A

t+'ll[._,al%{2,3 thf-: t_atr u.[ [1.'IIIIIIJUII8 ]o{:att-_cl l,eat:' the llead ulid {.,t+ the cask,

St,mt:.: _:a;-_k des tglls have fuur llft:tng t:rtnmions (spaced 90" apart in the

8urn,: l}tat_{.'.) t:or rectlJ_{tallt..lltt, ttJg 8lst+ems. 1)01_ (198t>{') requtres that

fr{u,l+ t'e_act:{}c {'_,'_k8 Incotl}u['at:e th.t'_ dt.!,'.+.lptt teattlt'e, lCedurtdant lt ft tx_.!,

met.l_ocl8 are asstm_ed t:o be recltltre.{t for ca'_sk handling at the repository.

A t:yp:l{+'.al r_:._ctut_clant ltt"t:lng yoke :is lllust:rated tt_ Ftgu,'e 2--6

(I+_IAC, 1988). 'I.'he t:w{} trlltullott8 lc+{:.at.t_{t l+it:.,al:the base of the cask are+

t£st:_d rts the+ [+,.[vot: I){31nt,_._ [or rc, t:at:It_g t..l_e t:ask tc} the. vet:t.lcal posltlo,_

Wll{_tl Ilt+]oact.lll_+ til{" {,ask +t't}m t.lte {'arl't{:+l: (o[ to the l+oclzontal position

whe£, J.{.,adtng tl,e {++ask ol]to the (:arrt{:t').

!tt_E_!:+t_:bi[rai_cs_.'rbe impact llmit:ers are usually bolted to

t+.a_.t, ettd or. the+ a,.,',:+emb]ed '_+htpp:lng cast<. Tl_e st rttc'.tnres arc' designed to

;:+,:}/tc), t.ht-: Iml}a{:t c{._Sll]t:illg, l:'l:om a 30 i(t {lrol} oil. an tmyi. e]+dJng sur.fa+'t +. l.n

OI'{]CI' t{)Illt:Ut: t lte t'u¢lu.t.c{!l+ueltts ot." 1.0 (',I,'R 71. (NkC, 1986.'). '.t'yDt.cal tln[;a{:t:

ut_t_("+lt+tre<,.+ are t'+ol_ttruct:o{l of l.)a],'+_a w{.,_}d t.l_{'+lo_;e.{| ]n an altllilil_t.lltl

wc_l{tltlt;t_t. ,qc}l/te {:a8t¢.',+, 8tl{"h as {.Jei_e+rat l!_]t_¢:tr|c's.[1+'.-.300, Integrate tl_e

lltlpa{:t+ ltmlt:er8 tnt:o the ¢:ask body (NRC, .I.979), Impact limiters of this

{It.81tG_l are termed "t+ot._removai.}le," It..i8 asst£med I:.hat (:ask8 t-o be

]: t:,{'.¢_I v e, d aL t.t+e rel.}{,'_+ltc} ry wl.l 1 llave t_movabl.e tt,pat:t I 1111t.te ts, as

ii.lust, rat:ect Jn F':lgure 2-.-.4,

2,+.:,'2,.J .A'_!{.!:!I.'I__!!)_! [¢u!t'[t+!.__{:._.++{.;,3U.!{ !"_:',:t!'_!'!;l.+

l}{}i': (198t,t') p,i v{:':+ l.,t:'el tmlt_,u,ry {'+t,'-.;hi,liy.':;l{:al l_{:ri:or.'rltat+tce

" :;{,+:('i /J.(:Ltt i{)tJ;:+ atn(l +',..t'.Jk i_l:e.'_'lat'_+ g_+l{I,_l, i IL|('.:,_J , wit[cit al'tl as.,:;tlllle(t to be

+.tl}l,I it'al}ilt+ t:o al.I {,a::;k;+ irt t:lte wa,'+t.e mat_.'._,t,,t:mt:_t+t,':+yste,m. lJ()t+ (1986c) <l{}<'._.+
41"
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not specify the details of the cask designs, but does identify several

Important eharacterlstlcs that affect the conceptual design of the

cask-processlng facilities at tile reposltory. These characterlstics

include size and weight limits, standardized cask features, and component

_nterchar_geabt.]tty between casks of" the same design. Refer_llce (.'.ask s:Izr_

ai_d weight limits are presented tn 'rab]e 2..-1. "

a

Standardization of cask features Increases cask l t_terl(ace

operational efficiency and ltmtts the amount ot: tnterfac.e equt.plnent for

processing casks throughout the waste management system, Items for

standardt.zatton (wt tltln a given weight, class or spect t!t.c op_ratton) g.iveil

in DOE (1986c) are as follows:

o Gas saml)ltng and colltainment vert. ftcatton met:hodology

o 'l'rum_ion sl. zea and conf_.gurattoll

o Release mecl_anisms for ttedown and a/:tachmellt Io c'.ar'r:let:

o Sizes and t:ypes of connections and backup closures for gas

and/or liquid penetrations

o llead (lid) fastener cortfigurat.].ori and sizes

Component Interchangeability between casks of the same design

teduce.s t.he need for ,,spare: parts, reduces spares :.4tor:age reqtl]re.mellt:_:; f:_r

Sl_are parts, and tllcreasea cask avallabiltt:y. DOI,: (.1986(;) re.qlJtres IIl_,

following components to be interchangeable between casks of the same

o t,'ue] basket_

i" 1h



CASK SIZE AND WEIGHT LIMITS

125-Ton b
J ii00.-.Ton MRS--t.o-.

_i;_!_!l,' '.11y 1;,f_.. ....Ijh_'!',a t{_ i ! /13 a.r.ge lieRo__st t-..oJ::l

C.

Ca:_k diameter, max 6 ft: 8.5 .tt 10 ft
d

Cash. het.ght, max 1.8 ft: 1.8 ft 18 ft
e

(.;ral_e l,ook load, max 25 tons 100 tons 1.25 tons

St, t.lr c e ' DOla',, 19 8 6 _.:

a. I,W'I' _ ;legal-weigl_t truck,

b. MRS -.to..veposi tory c.ask dimensions are assumed.

c. Excluding removabl.e impact limiters.

d. Assumed; c,orresponds to "loading height" tn DOI!: (19_?6c).

eo (;ross wetglit of cask and l.ltt:ing equipment,

2 1I



o Seals

o Fittings and connectors

o Lifting gear (for specific cask type)

o Bolts/threaded inserts and similar hardware

o Auxiliary equipment

2.3 Assumpt_llons

The major assumptions that serve as the bases for the cask-

processing operations (specifically decontamination and maintenance) at

the repository are discussed below.

2.3.1 Cask Fleet Size

The conceptual design of the facilities for cask decontamination

and maintenance is based on an assumed cask fleet size of ].45 casks for

shipment of spent fuel from reactor facilities to the repository. This

fleet, consists of 130 truck casks and 15 rail casks. The cask fleet: size

is estimated on the basis of the spent fuel cask throughput rates

presented in SNL (1987) in conjunction with estimated times for

transportation and cask turnaround at the reactor facilities and

repository.

2.3.2 Central Cask Maintenance Facilj.t:y_.._.(C_M.,_'..)

A stand-alon= central cask maintenance facility (CMF) site .is

assumed to exist in the federal waste management transportation system.

The CMF is located on a site in which the ].and is owned by DOE, but no
v

other government-owned facillty is avail.able to share in the cost of

providing any service or utility (Attaway, 1988). The primary function

of the CMF is to perform cask CertlfJcate of Compliance (CoC) testlrlg

Z---J8



Attaway, 1988). Othel' funct:tons of the CMF Include se:rvtctng,

ma.tntenanee, repair, modtf"tc.attons, and conftg_lrat:ton contru.l, oi; all (!a,'._k

syqtem e].elnent,q (httaw_y, 1988),

The repoi!Li.t:ory ;dlt',tlld off]ct_mt".ly pl'epa re and ti_.,_l)atch ca,;_ks for

re.turn to the externaTl tr:msportal:lon :_ystem. This lllay tlec.L, Sr.lit:at;p

certain task maintenance operat:tom,_. /lit:hough a Cellll:al CMl!' is asst.llned

to be a part of." tt_e federal waste transportation system, :lh some eases,

casks may not nee.d to be sent to the CMl,' if matn_enallee could be

performed at the repo,_:ltory, hddtt:ionally, cask _:omponelft,,_ may become

damaged or worn to the extent tt_at, tranaportat:lon or t',l_ t)-ter ha z_d]tng of

the task ts not safe.

For t:h.ts st:udy_ .lt i.s as,_llmed that tile repos:ltory wl].l have the

capabil.ities of pertormtng mta,or m_intenanc.e op_ral:torJs o_ tran::_porl:at:lon

casks in order to tncrv:a.'._e cask avai].al,i]lty al_d t-ral,_:ll)Ort:'_t.i, otl syat.en'l

et:t'lciezlcy, Minor ma.lnt:enance operat.ions are conside.red t.o :l,rlel.ude

re.plac.tng ca.'_k removable components (described t.n Sec.tton 2,2.2,3) t:llat

are damaged or require replacement because of wear and tear. Cask

maintenance operations to be conduclTed at, the repository are discussed i.]_

Subsection 3.4.4.

The cask internal, strucl:ure,:_ wl].] need to be changed periodically

to adapt the casl<a to different, fuel types (PWR and BWR) and lengths,

Th_s function can vary from changing f:ue], spacers for the shipment of

differenl:-]e.ngth f:uel t.o a compl.ete basket (:har_geout for the sl_.tpme_tt, of

a different t:ype of fuel. ht:taway (1988) Indicates that a high

percent:age of t:he _:ask rec.onflgl:_raiJon,,.:_ wl]l t,_vo]ve, a ,':;lml_le. c,hat_ge of

the fuel spacer to accommodate a change In the length of the f_lel.

assembly. Sliappert (1988) states that cask reconftguratlon may occur at-
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the reactor facilities, repository, MRS, or CMF, depending on tile scope

of recollftguration and logistical considerations,

Because casks are processed through the repository in each

::llit|,ment, liitri t_tudy a,_;_:_mies t:tl_t: t:he repository w]:11, be capab]e of
$

performing t+lle cask reconfiguration function of fuel spacer ch+angeout.

Major cask reconfJgurat:iort tasks requiring fuel+ ba;._ket: c.hatigeout are.

assumed to be performed ai: the CMF; the reposJt:ory w:tll provJ.de limit:cd

capabilities for fuel basket changeout t:o meet the re.qu:l, rements of DOE

(1986a), stated in Subsection 2,1.2.

Casks are assumed _o requJre fuel. spacer changeout at the

repository about twJc.e annual.ly, Therefore, based on t:he assumed ca_:_k

fleet size Indicated in Subsection 2.3,1, the repository would need to

perform fuel spacer changeout operat..tons on about: 250 truck t:asks alld 30

rat l. casks annually, The frequency ot! the fuel spacer changeout at the

repost, tory Js highly dependent on transportation system scheduling and

t:a'ak fleet size_ and should be addressed in fut.ure studies as

reconfiguratJon requirements are further defined. Repository

leconfJ.guration operations are dt,,._cussed Jn more detail iii Subsectiol_

3,4,_,

As discussed Jn Subsection 2.;1.2.2, DOE (1986a) st:_tes that tile

.ti_l_-:,.r (:avtt. Jes of unloadecl ca_ks ,':_haI1 be de(,oiltam.tl_at:ed t:o

cre2 22,2{)0 dpm/ for bet;a-.--.gamma emitter's and 220 dpm/cm for aTIpha

emit. tern, prior to returntng the casks {:o the externa] transportation

,_:;?i'_;t:em. Tt_ts requtr_emei_t, has t)ee_l a sub.je.ct, of great colitrover::;y (:_;ee:

l,_,l_{er' t_y Pope and Rawl .til kpl_eTldtx 1'; o1 t{,.,.lint_:ll, 1988). l:;xt, cll.'_tve ¢'a::;t<

d i ,,_lassemb].y and decontarn] nat Jr._li operat :to,is woti] d I)e reql.II rud t.o Ineet:

t l_e,_.._e limit:s. This would sJ.giltfJcant:ly Increase easily, turiiaroulid rlm_, at.

l t_:, re.l.,O.,_il:ory aiid could resu.]t, iii sitgilll"t¢:;ilit oc.C.Ul_ati_)nal rad]att_,li

ezpoilu.res, kdd]t.t.orially, Jt JS evurl que,<:ILioliable whet;hf;r ti. :is possft, lt'
¢.

i._.>veiity t.llal :oliiali'i;illal. tc)ll lev_l.<_ ll_ i. lie cai::sk cavll:y will. l;t-.'lii_ltll
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3.0 CASK-PROCESSING OPERATIONS

This section identifies the operations necessary to meet the

functional requirements and performance criteria for processing

transportation casks at the repository. Cask-processing

operations are described in order to identify where and when

A decontamination and maintenance tasks need to be performed and to

furnish a background for these tasks. Cask decontamination and

maintenance operations are identifi£d to provide a basis for the

conceptual desig_ of the associated facilities, described in

Sections 4.0 and 5.0.

Cask-processing operations at the repository can be divided into

five general categories:

o Receiving

o Cask pleparation for fuel unloading

o Fuel unloading

o Cask preparation for shipment offsite

o Shipping

Cask-processing operations (e.g,, cask preparations and

maintenance) are usually dictated by the cask Certificate of

Compliance (TN, 1988). The operations described in this sect:ion

apply to the reference cask system described in Subsection 2.2,

and are identified on the basis of the reviews and surveys of

cask-handling experience at nuclear facilities and other

repository design requirements discussed in Section 2.0.

3.]. Receiving
t

There are four ma jot' cask-receivlng operations:

o Inspection of the shipment
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o Removal of the ancillary equipment

o Survey of radiological conditions of the cask

o Unloading the cask from the carrier

A functlnnal block flow dlagra,_ of these major cask receiving

operations, along with their associated tasks, is shown in

Figure 3-1. A discussion of these operations is given below.

3.1.1 Ins_tion Qf the Ship_e_!!_

Upon arrival at the repository site, the incoming shipment

undergoes a series of preliminary inspections, including a review

of shipping documentation, a radiological inspection, and a visual

inspection for contraband and for damage that may have occurred

during transport.

3.1.1.1 Review of ShipDing Documentation

The shipping papers required by DOT (1986), per 49 CFR 172.200

through 172.205, are reviewed to verify that the shipment is

proper and that pertinent radiological information is included in

the shipping doc[_entation. The shipment is then admitted to the

admittance and inspection area.

3.1.1.2 Radiological Inspection

In accordance with i0 CFR 20.205 (NRC, 1986), the shipment is

promptly inspected (within 3 hr of arrival during working hours

and within 18 hr of arrival during off hours). The inspection

includes both a radiation and contamination survey of the

transport system for compliance with the requirements of

49 CFR 173_441 and 173.443, respectively (DOT, 1986). If these

requirements are not met, the NRC must be notified, per

I0 CFR 20.205 (NRC, 1986). If there are any significant problems
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with contamination of the shipment (very infrequent and unusual
L

circumstances), the affected areas would be covered or contained

and the cask transferred to the WHB for corrective action.

3.1. i. 3 _i_U_Gl_I!_s__e_cti9/I

The shipment is visually inspected for contraband (DOE, 1986a) and

damage. If contraband is found or if any other security problems

are identified, necessary corrective actions are taken on the

spot. Should any of the cask system components be damaged, the

components are identified for remedial action (e.g.,

maintenance). Minor maintenance will be performed at the

repository and major maintenance at the C,MF.

3.1.2 Removal of A_llar.y Equipment

After the preliminary inspections have been completed, the cask is

transferred to the WHB, where the cask system ancillary equipment

is removed so that the cask call be removed from the carrier. The

ancillary equipment includes the personnel barrier, impact

limiters, and cask tledowns. Methods and equipment required for

performing the operations depend on the design of the ancillary

equipment. The operations for removal of ancillary equipment are

described below and are based on the reference equipment design

presented in Subsection 2.2.2.

The security seals on the personnel barrier are inspected for

tampering and then removed. The personnel barrier fasteners are

released, and the personnel barrier is opened to access the cask.

Once the personnel barrier has been opened, the security seals on

the impact ltm_ters are inspected and removed. The Jmpa('t

]trotters are unbolted, removed from each end of the cask, and

stored. DOE (1986c) states that the carrier design should have

provisions for the storage of the impact limiters, thus reduc.tng

the storage area requirements of the receiving factl:tty. Because

of this requirement, impact ].imiters are assumed to be stored oa

each end of the carrier,
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The cask tiedowns, which secure the cask to the carrier at the

trunnions, are subsequently released to allow the cask to b_

removed. This operation usually consists of removing a specific

number of bolts and releaslng load binders at each trurmion (as

described in Subsection 2.2.2),

%

The ancillary equipment is visually inspected for damage as the
t

components are removed. Repairs to any damaged ancillary

equipment can be performed in the WHB while the cask is being

unloaded, Significant damage may warrant dispatching the

equipment to the CMF for remedial action.

Eger (1979) tabulates some of the types and frequencies of repairs

that were needed for transport vehicles during spent fuel

shipments to GE-Morrls, These repairs were needed only

infrequently (about 1% of the shipments) and typically included

minor tasks such as replacement of broken bolts and fasteners.

Robotic methods for removing (or displacing) ancillary equipment

have been proposed and researched and are being developed and

demonstrated (Strip, 1987; Yount, 1984; Berger, 1986). Because

the ancillary equipment is ].ocated close to the loaded cask,

robotic handling has the potential to significantly reduce

occupational radiation exposures. DOE (1986c) states that the

cask tiedowns and impact limiters should be compatible with

contact, remote, and remote-automated handling methods. Features

required to facilitate robotic removal of ancillary equipment are

discussed by Griesmeyer (1988).

3.1.3 Su__rv_e.X.._pj_..ALaii,o_].o_ica_]___Eo_n_d.i.t_igns_ o f the.__.Os_k

A radiological '_rvey of the cask exterior surfaces is usually

• performed prlor to unloading the cask from the cart _r. The

survey consists of measurements of direct radiation and removable

surface contamination and is performed to meet tlle requirements of'

49 CFR ]73./¢4] and 173,443, respectively (DOT, ].986).

Addt. tt.ona]ly, the survey determines if the cask needs to be

decontaminated prior to furt:her handling.
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Some transportation casks received at the repository may be

_lightly contaminated on their exterior surfaces, as discussed in

Subsection 3.2.1. For "exclusive use" shipments of radioact_,
!

materials, 49 CFR 173.433(b) (DOT, 1986) states that the remo_:_b]c_

(nonflxed) radioactive contamination on any package at any time

during transport shall not exceed 220 dpm/cm 2 for beta-gamma

emitters and 22 dpm/cm 2 for alpha emitters, when averaged over
k

an area of 300 cm2 (DOT, 1986). If the contamination survey

indicates that these limits are exceeded, the incident must be

reported to NRC, as stipulated in i0 CFR 20,205 (NRC, 1986).

In addition to meeting the above requirements, the contamination

and radiation surveys identify whether ft fs necessary to take

corrective action (e.g., decontamination) or preventive measures

to limit the spread of contamination and reduce operational

exposures pri_,r to further handling of the cask. Decontamination

operations that may be required are discussed in Subsection

3.2.1. if high radiation levels are detected, manual operations

near the affected areas are controlled to reduce occupational

exposures.

A contamination survey of the impact limiters, where they

interface with the cask body, is also performed (Schilthelm,

Appendix A-2). If necessary, the contaminated surfaces are

decontaminated by manually wiping the affected areas.

At spent fuel-.handling facilities operating in the U.S., the

contamination survey is performed manually. Typically, most of

the swipes are taken at predetermined locations, and the remaining

are taken at random locations, The swipes are analyzed and the

results obtained. The contamination survey can take two operators

from I to 2 hr (Appendix A). Because the repository will perform

this operation a significant number of times and the operation

requires close proximity to the cask (if performed manually),
I"

remote or remote-automated methods have the potential for

significantly reducing occupational radiation exposure.
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Application of robotic methods for performing the operation is

under development (Grlesmeyer, 1988). The Remote Radiation Survey

and Analysis System (RRSAS) Program at Sandia National

Laboratories was initiated in January 1986 to investigate robotic

performance of the visual inspection, contamination survey, and

radiation survey of cask systems (Griesmeyer, 1988)o A conceptual

i design of an RRSAS for conducting the radiological survey is

illustrated in Figure 3-2.

Any decontamination before unloading would most likely be limited

to parts of the cask that are contacted by handling equipment°

Decontamination of these areas would be desirable, depending on

the levels of contamination, to prevent contaminating the

cask-handling equipment and to minimize the potential for

subsequently spreading contamination. Based on the information

presented in Subsection 3.2.1, decontamination is not expected to

be routinely needed before the cask is removed from the carrier.

If it is needed, the decontamination will most likely involve only

a manual wiping of the tru,mions.

3.1.4 UNloading _he Cask from the Carrlex

Once the results of the radiological survey have been evaluated

and any corrective measures that may be required while the cask

remains on the carrier have been completed, the cask is ready to

be removed from the carrier. A cask lifting yoke is attached to a

crane, which is then positioned over the cask head end. The yoke

is lowered to the cask and attached to the cask lifting

trunnlons. The crane then rotates the cask to a vertical

position, lifts it free of the rear cask supports, and transfers

it to the facility where cask preparation takes place.
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3.2 Cask Preparation for Fuel Unloadin_

The major operations for cask preparation for fuel unloading are

decontamination of the cask exterior (if necessary) and sampling

the cask cavities (which involves removing the outer lld).

Recommended operations at the repository are based on operational

experience with cask preparation for fuel unloading at

waste-handllng facilities. A functional block flow diagram of the

recommended operations for preparing the cask for fuel unloading

is presented in Figure 3-3. These operations are discussed below.

3.2.1 Decontamlnatlon of the Cask Exterior

If a cask is significantly contaminated when received, its

exterior may have to be decontamlnat_d to prevent the spread of

contamination during further cask-handllng operations. The

contamination survey, as discussed in Subsection 3.1.3, determines

the need for this decontamination. Operational experience with

contamination of casks received at spent fuel-handllng facilities

is used to provide a basis for cask decontamination operations at

the repository.

Past experience indicates that casks received at waste-handling

facilities are usually not significantly contaminated. Kennedy

(1981) reported that 5 out of 48 (about i0%) spent fuel shlpplng

casks surveyed were contaminated to levels exceeding the maximum

allowable limits for transportation of 220 dpm/cm 2 beta-gamma

and 22 dpm/cm 2 alpha (DOT, 1986). Schmid (Appendix A-l)

indicated that only 1 in 120 shipments exceeded the above

contamination limits. 0n the small fraction of casks received at

waste-handllng facilities, the contamination was typically limited

to localized areas (Appendix A). Mullen (Appendix A-4) indicated

" that contamination of NLI 1/2 casks received at Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory's Test Area North (INEL-TAN) facility was

' limited to areas on and around the trunnlons, with occasional

slight contamination on the upper and lower surfaces of the cask

=
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body. These areas are not covered by the protective inflatable

shroud used during the cask loading operations in nuclear power

plant spent fuel pools.

Although the levels of contamination on a small fraction of casks

received at waste-handllng facilities have exceeded the

transportation llmit_, these levels do not necessarily indicate

the need for immediate decontamination (prior to further cask

handling). In the facilities surveyed in Appendix A, casks were

seldom decontaminated prior to fuel unloading. Exterior

decontamination of casks received at Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory's Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (INEL-ICPP) is seldom

performed and, when it is, it is typically limited to wiping any

local hot spots on the casks (Denny, Appendix A-5).

On the basis of the above experience and repository requirements,

decontamination of spent fuel casks prior to unloading at the

repository is expected to be a nonroutln¢ operation, and is most

likely to be limited to manually wiping local areas on the cask

exterior that could otherwise spread contamination during further

cask handling. The areas include those that interface with tools

and equipment necessary for performing subsequent cask preparation

operations for fuel unioadln5.

On rare occasions, extensively contaminated or dirty casks may

require a thorough wash and decontamination using hlgh-pressure

hot water in combination with decontamination solutions. Thorough

decontamination methods are discussed in Subsection 3.4.].

3.2.2 Sampling of the Outer and Inner Cavities of the Cask

After the cask has been removed from the carrier, transferred to¥

the cask preparation area, and decontaminated (if necessary), the

• outer and inner cavities of the cask are sampled. Cask cavity

sampling is typically included in cask operating procedures

(Watson, 1980; Appendix A). The reasons for sampling the cask

cavities are discussed below, along with the methods and
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experience at operating facilities. This information provides a

basis for determining the appropriate methods for cask cavity

sampling at the repository.

3.2.2.1 SamplinR of the_Outex Cavity

For casks with double containment (i.e., two llds), the volume

between the inner and outer lid (outer cavity) is sampled to

determine if the inner lid seal has maintained its integrity

during transport. Because the operating pressure of the inner

cavity in most transportation casks currently used in the U.S. is

above atmospheric pressure (Jo_mson, 1988), the outer cavity

(normally at ambient pressure) will be at elevated pressure if the

inner lid seal loses its integrity (assuming that the outer lid

seals don't leak). Also, if radioactive fission product gas is

released from spent fuel rods, it could migrate into the cask

. outer cavity if the inner lid seal leaks. In such a case,

removing the outer lid of the cask could result in the release of

the radioactive gas into occupied areas of the cask preparation

area. Therefore, the outer cavity is sampled to determine the

condition of the inner seal and to prevent the potential release

of radioactivity into the cask preparation area.

Operating procedures for the NLI 1/2 (NRC, 1980) and NLI 10/24

casks (double-containment configuration design) include a routine

pressure check of the outer cavity prior to removing the outer

closure head. The pressure check involves removing a cover plate

from the outer cavity drain valve box, attaching a pressure gauge

and isolation valve assembly to the drain valve, and obtaining a

pressure readil_g (NRC, 1980). If excessive pressure exists in the

outer cavity, steps are taken to obtain and analyze a sample of

the cavity gas.

Obtaining a gas sample requires a sample bottle, valves, and

connections that are attached to a standard connector on the

: cavity penetration valve assembly for withdrawing the gas sample

(TN, 1988)o Gas samples can be analyzed for radioactivity levels

using a gamma detector and/or for isotopic inventory using a mass
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spectrometer (NAC, 1988). Gamma radiation readings are not

considered significant unless they are in the high tens of mR per

hour range (NAC, 1988). The time required to manually obtain and

analyze the gas sample is typically in the range of 1/2 to i hr

(Schilthelm, Appendix A-2; Mullen, Appendix A-4).

High gas sample activity does not preclude unloading; it indicates
4

that problems could be encountered in removing the fuel assemblies

and that special procedures may be required. If high activity is

detected in the outer cavity gas sample, the gas should be vented

and the cavity purged to the filtered ventilation exhaust system.

Experience with cask shipments indicates that the exiatence of

fission gas in the outer cavity of the cask is very unlikely.

Based on the above operational experience, a routine pressure

- check of the outer cavity of the cask will be performed at the

repository. If high pressure is detected, a gas sample is taken

and analyzed with a gamma detector. If high radioactivity is

detected, the gas sample is further analyzed with a mass

spectrometer. Because most casks shipped to other' nuclear

= facilities have been received without high pressure in their outer

cavities, obtaining a gas sample will be a nonroutine operation at

the r,_poaltory_

-

= Typical cask cavity-sampling equipment is illustrated in

Figure 3-4. The equipment consists of a skid thut contains a

vacuum pump, a motor, a filter, a vacuum gauge, and valves.

Various other connectors and attachments for the cask (not shown)

are also needed. Similar equipment is reco,_ended to support

cavity-sampling operations at the repository.

After the pressure check of the outer cavity (and gas sampling and

" venting, if required), the outer closure head is removed. Removal

of the outer closure head begins with loosening the closure head

fasteners (and removing them if they are not captive to the

._ head). The closure head is removed from the cask and transferred
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to storage using an appropriate lifting fixture attached to a

crane. A support stand is usually provided to prevent damage to

the closure head seal during storage and to allow visual

inspection of the seal for wear and potential damage.

Swipes are taken ill the outer cavity to determine if contamination

6 exists (particularly in areas that are to be accessed for further

operations, such as inner cavity gas sampling and loosening the

imler closure head fasteners). According to Schilthelm (Appendix

A-2), routine smears of the outer cavity of the NLI 1/2 indicate

that the area is typically free of removable contamination.

3.2.2.2 Sampling of_the Inner Cavity

With the outer closure head removed, the inner cavity penetration

valves on the inner closure head are accessible for sampling the

inner cavity. Sampling the inner cavity determines the general

condition of the fuel prior to unloading and characterizes any

radioactive gases that would be released into the unloading hot

= cell when the inner closure ]lead is removed.

Since dry fuel unloading operations are proposed for the

repository, operation_] experience at dry unloading facilities is
E

used to determine the methods to be reconmlended for the

repository. For dry unloading operations, _nner cavity sampling

routinely includes a pressure check and obtaining gas sample of
=z

the inner cavity (TN, 1988; NAC, 1988).

: =

Elevated pressures may exist in the cask inner cavity that could

be sufficient to unseat the inner closure head (after the bolts
._

are loose) and allow an uncontrolled release of cavity gas to the
_

cask preparation area (NAC, 1988). Therefore, if high pressures
t

are found, the inner cavity gas is vented through a confined

system to the filtered ventilation exhaust system. Before the

inner cavity gas is vented, a gas sample is routinely obtained and

analyzed (Mullen, Appendix A-4)° Gas sampling and analysis of the

inner cavity are similar to gas sampling and analysis of the outer
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cavity. Mullen (Appendix A-4) indicated that gas sampling and

analysis at INEL-TAN typically takes approximately one hour before

the operators are confident of the resu]ts and the cask cavity can

be vented.

Based on the above operational experience, cask-handling

operations at the repository will include a routine pressure check

and gas sample of the inner cavity, analysis of the gas sample,

and venting of the gas to the filtered vent_latlon e_laust

system. Once the operations have been completed, the inner

closure head bolts are loosened and the cask is prepared for fuel

unloading.

Because cavity sampling and closure head removal operations are

performed close to the loaded cask, remote or remote-automated

methods may signifi_:antly reduce operational exposures. Robotic

methods for performing these operations have been proposed and

researched, and are being developed and demonstrated (Yount, 1984;

Berger, 1986; Strip, 1987). Features necessary to facilitate

robotic methods for performing the operations are discussed by

Griesmeyer (1988).

3.3 Fuel Unloadln__n_g

The repository operations for unloading waste from casks are based

on dry unloading into a hot eel], as proposed in SNL (1987).

Major tasks associated with fuel-unloading operations include

mating the cask to the hot cell, accessing the cask cavity,

removing the fuel, visually inspecting the cask inner cavity

components, and quantifying residual contamination in the unloaded

cask. In the following subsections, various tasks are discussed

that are typically performed or have been proposed at
w

waste-handllng facilities during fuel unloading. The recommended

operations for fuel unloading at the repository are also

discussed. The recommended operations are illustrated in the

functional block flow diagram presented in Figure 3-5.
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3.3. i ___-_tp--[I_o_t_,__c_!!_M_tIm

The general method of unloading waste from casks received at the

repository., as presented in 8NL (1987), Involves positioning tl]e

cask under the unloading hot cell and lifting the waste from the

cask through a port in the hot cell floor. The cask is mated to

the port in the hot cell floor using an annular device that 4

provides a ventilation barrier between the hot cell and the arc_a

where the cask is positioned for unloading. Tile radioactive

corrosion products (crud) on the surfaces of spent fuel assemblies

are known to spall off the sllrfaces during dry unloading

operations (McKinnon, 1987a, 1987b; Dziadosz, 1986). The

ventilation barrier provided by the anxlular device confines this

radioactive contamination to the cask inner cavity and hot cell

environment and reduces the potential of contaminating the cask

exterior surface, as well as the area wltere the cask is positioned

for fuel unloading.

Dennis (1988) proposes that a cask-to-hot-cell adapter be placed

on the top of the cask to mate with the unloading hot cell port°

The adapter is sized to fit between the cask head and the

underside of the hot cell floor around the unloading port. An

inflatable seal on the top rim of the adapter is inflate.d when the

cask is positioned at the unloading port. During fuel-unloading

operations, the cask-to-hot-cell mating device and cask outer

cavity may become contaminated. Contamination on the adapter and

the outer cavity surfaces may be introduced into the cask

preparation area, where the adapter is removed after fuel-

unloading operations.

In the dry cask unloading operations at COGEMA's TO facility (at

the La Hague plant), the cask is mated to the unloading hot cell

using a mechanical closure device that is lowered from the cell

and is conn e{_ted to the cask, so that only the top of the cask is

exposed to the environment of the unloading cell (Blomeke, 1988).

According to Bonnet (1986), the use of the retractable device at

COGEMA's TO facility has been successfu] in preventir,g
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contamination of the cask's exterior surfaco. However_ owing to

the lack of design details and llmltad operational information

about COGEMA's retractable device, the cask-to-hot-cell adaptor

proposed by Demlls (1988) is assumed for thls study.

" Cask-to-hot-cell mating devices should be evaluated Irt fut'ure

studies.

:_.3.2 _F_t_!_e_mo__y_l_

_len the cask is positioned and mated to the unloading port, the

L1ot cell port shield plug and cask inner closure head can be

removed to allow access to the cask inner cavity. These items are

removed using a crane located inside the hot cell and appropriate

lifting fixtures, if required. A stand for the inner closure head

is usually provided at waste-handling facilities to protect the

closure head O-ring seal from damage during storage.

Additionalij, the stand facilitates visual inspection of the

closure head seal and fuel spacer, as discussed in

Subsection 3.3.4.

With the inner closure head removed, the seal surface on the top

of the cask body is exposed and is susceptible to damage by

foreign objects or impacts with handling equipment. Seal surface

protectors have been used during fuel-loading and fuel-unloading

operations in the industry (McKinnon, 1987a, 1987b; TN, 1988) and

have been proposed for routine use in future dry unloading

facilities (Watson, 1980). Surface protectors "ensure that crud

or particles did not lodge on these surfaces and result in

blemishes or scratches that could compromise the finish of the

sealing surfaces" (McKinnon, 1987b). Since repair of seal

surfaces can be an extensive operation (see Subsection 3.4.4.4), a

• way of protecting the surface is recommended for fuel-unloading

operations at the repository. A typical seal surface protector is

" illustrated in Figure 3-6.
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After the seal surface protector has been emplaced on the caskj

the fuel is ready for unloading from the cask. A fuel-handllng

tool attached to the crane in the unloading hot cell grapples the

assembly and lifts it into the hot cell for transfer to a

temporary storage location.

High concentrations of smearable surface contamination typically

remain in the cask ilmer cavity after spent fuel unloading

(NAC, 1988), NAC (1988) states that "the most significant problem

associated with fuel unloading is the accumulation of activity in

the bottom of casks and baskets." The contamlnatlon originates

from two primary sources:

o Contaminated spent fuel pool water to which the cask cavity

is exposed during loading operations at the reactor facl]Ity

o Radioactive corrosion products (or crud) on the surfaces of

spent fuel assemblies that spall off during cask loading,

transportation, and unloading operations

For unloaded casks to he shipped offslte, DOT (1986) requires that

the radioactive content of a package offered for transport be

included Jn the shipping documentation (Joe., bill of lading), per

49 CFR ]72.203. To meet this requirement, the radioactive content

of the residual contamination in the cask cavity needs to be

quantified. In additlon, as discussed further in

Subsection 3.4.2, if buildup of contamination in unloaded casks

becomes excessive, some decontamination may be needed prior to

shipment offsite.

" The Lynchburg Research Center (LRC) and General Electric's Morris

(GE-Morris) facilities use similar operations for routinely
m

quantifying the radioactive content of unloaded casks prior to

shipment offsite (Schilthelm, Appendix A-2; Sclunid,

Appendix A--l). The methods used at these facilities consist in
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obtaining swipes and taking direct radiation measurements in the

inner cavity. The results of these surveys are used to calculate

the isotopic and gross activity levels in the unloaded cask. The

surveys are conducted promptly upon removing the casks from the

unloading pool while the cask interior surfaces are damp,

minimizing the potential for airborne contamination.

4

Because dry _,nlc: ling is proposed for the repository, th_

radiological survey should be conducted after removing t%e fuel

while the cask is under the unloading hot cell (before the inner

lid is reemplaced). Surveying the cask while it is in another

location, such as the cask preparation area, could introduce

airborne contamination into accessible areas. Also, as discusJed

further in Subsection 3.4.2, the radiation levels at the top

opening of the cask (with the inner closure head removed) could

result in increased operator exposures.

Surveying the cask in the unloading hot cell requires a remotely

operated radiation detector and smear tool. The radiation

detector may have to be directionally shielded to prevent

detecting high levels of "background" radiation from spent fuel

and other radiation sources present in the hot cell. Smear pads

and a smear counter are provided for the contamination survey.

The smear counter should be located outside of the hot cell so the

smears would be moved through a transfer drawer in the hot cell

wall for counting. The equipment and facilities for performing

the operations should be evaluated in further studies.

3.3.4 Visual Inspection of Cask Cavity Components

The cask cavity and components are visually inspected to verify

that the cask is empty (e.g., no residual waste or othe_

materials) and to determine that no structural damage of the cask

internal components is visible. Visual inspection requires a

: remotely operated viewing system, such as a closed circuit "

television (CCTV). Dennis (1928) proposes using a CCTV attached

to an electromechanical manipulator for the visual inspection task.
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To verify that the cask is empty, each channel of the cask basket

should be visually inspected. Sufficient lighting should be

supplied to allow the entire length of the channel to be viewed.

A visual inspection of the cask cavity for structural damage

should include the cask internal components, inner closure head

seal surface, bolt holesj and alignment pins. The seal surface
m

protector is removed immediately before inspection of the seal

surfaces. The inner closure head seal and fuel spacers on the

underside of the closure head should also be inspected. Items

requiring maintenance will be identified for remedial action.

Minor maintenance operations, discussed in Subsection 3.4.4, will

be performed at the repository prior to shipping the cask

offsite. Other maintenance will have to be performed at the CMF.

3.4 Cask Preparations for Shipment Offsite

The operations necessary to prepare unloaded casks for return to

the external transportation system are presented below. The

operations are divided into five general categories:

o Exterior decontamination

o Internal decontamination (or cleaning)

o Cask cavity leak testing

o Cask maintenance

o Cask reconfiguration

A functional block flow diagram of the operations (and their

associated tasks) for prepari_ig the cask for shipment offsite is

presented in Figure 3-7. Owing to the complexity of cask
m

reconfiguration and nonroutine cask decontamination operations, a





separate block flow diagram is shown for these tasks, in

Figure 3-8. The operations are discussed below.

3.4.1 Decontamination of the Cas_k_E__xterior

After fuel has been unloaded from the ca,_k, the cask is returned

to the cask preparation area. Prior to shipment of the cask

offsite, the exterior surface contamination levels must be less

than the limits imposed by DOT in 49 CFR 173.423(a).

. Additionally, other surfaces that may have become contaminated

during fuel-unloadlng operations (eog., cask-to-hot-cell adapter)

will have to be decontaminated to prevent the potential spread of
=

contamination.

The exterior surface of the cask may become contaminated during

fuel unloading, as discussed in Subsection 3.3.1. Additionally,
=

when the cask is received at the repository, the levels of

contamination on its exterior surface may exceed the DOT (1986)

limits for return _i_ipment. Kennedy (1981) reported that

approximately 40% of casks surveyed upon receipt at waste-handllng
.

facilities slightly exceeded the contamination limits for

= 49 CFR 173.443(a) (DOT, 1986) for' shipment offslte. Mullen

(Appendix A-4) also indicated that these limits were frequently

exceeded for casks received at INEL.

The cask-to-hot-cell adapter and outer cavity of the cask are also

likely to become contaminated during fuel unloading (as discussed_

in Subsection 3.3.1). Subsequent decontamination of these areas

would prevent the spread of contamination during handling

operations and minimize airborne radioactivity in the cask

= preparation area.

" Thus, routlne decontamination of the cask-to-hot-cell adapter, the

outer cavity of the cask, and the exterlor surface of the cask can

be expected at the repository. The methods and extent of these

decontamination operations are described below.
-

_
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Prior to removing the cask-to-hot-cell adapter, it is recommended

that the adapter be wiped to remove gross contamination, thereby

reducing the potential for contamination of the lifting fixture

used to remove the adapter and the surface where the adapter is

stored.

, Removal of the cask-to-hot-cell adapter allows easy access to the

outer cavity of the cask. The latter should also be manually

wiped to remove any gross contamination from this area of the

cask, thus reducing the potential for contamination of equipment

used during further operations in the area, such as tightening the

irmer closure head fasteners and leak testing (discussed in

Section 3.4.3).

In parallel with the above operations, a contamination survey of

the cask is performed on the cask exterior surface. Swipes are

obtained and analyzed to determine which areas (if any) need to be

decontaminated for compllance with DOT requirements for shipment

offslte. Cask exterior contamination surveys (obtain, count, and

record the results of the swipes) have been reported to take

anywhere from 1 to 2 hr (Schmid, Appendix A-I; Stapf, Appendix

A-3; Mullen, Appendix A-4).

As discussed in Subsections 3.2.1 and 3.3.1, contamination of the

exterior surface of the cask is expected to be localized to small

areas. Thus, routine exterior decontamination operations are

expected to be limited to manual wiping of the contaminated

areas. Chemical solutions may be applied on "tough spots," where

contamination is difficult to remove. After decontamination, the

areas are swiped again to verify that the required limits are met.

Extensive contamination of the exterior surface of the cask after

fuel unloading is expected to be infrequent. If the contamination

• survey indicates excessive contamination over a large amount of

the cask surface, a thorough decontamination of the cask would be

warranted. Extensive decontamination operations performed at

GE-Morrls (Schmid, Appendix A-l) and SRP-RBOF (Stapf,
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Appendix A-3) involve manually spraying the cask exterior with

high-pressure steam lances. Occasionally, chemical solutions have

been used to improve the effectiveness of decontamination.

Extensive manual decontamination istime-consuming. Manual

decontamination of IF-300 casks at GE-Morrls takes nearly i0 hr

(Schmid, Appendix A-l). Use of automated methods recommended for a

thorough cask exterior decontamination at the repository ,lay

reduce the cask turnaround time In the event of significant

contamination.

An automated system for cask exterior decontamination has been

employed at both the La Hague facility in France and the CLAB

facility in Sweden (Blomeke, 1988). The system consists of a

metallic shell that is placed over the cask and rests on a

rotating table, which supports the cask as well as the shell.

Tightness between the shell and the rotating table assembly is

provided by means of an inflatable seal. The cask is

decontaminated in the shell by a hlgh-pressure water spray

system. Water is also sprayed on the inside wall of the shell to

prevent the shells from becoming contaminated. The shell is also

equipped with viewing windows and individual hand-operated spray

nozzles. Blomeke (1988) indicates that the system has been

successful in cleaning and drying a cask within 3 hr. Blomeke

(1988) does not identify t.le method used for drying the cask;

however, manual wiping and automated methods (such as heat lamps)

can be used at the repository.

Automated methods, such as those described above, are recommended

for thorough cask exterior decontamination at the repository.

Provisions for automated drying of the cask exterior subsequent to

decontamination is also recommended. The system at the La Hague

facility should be further studied for application at the

repository.



3.4.2 DecontamiD__atlo_ih__o%._t_he C_as1<In_erior

The operations to be performed at the repository to de_:or_tamlnate

(or clean) the cask interior are addressed in this subsection.

Tile contamination of the cask interior is discussed, followed by a

' discussion of the purpose of decontaminating the cask interior at

the repository. Next, methods of decontaminating the cask

interior, operational experience, and recommended repository

operations are presented. As mentioned in Subsection 2.3.5, the

cask cavities are assumed to be decontaminated during

reconfiguration operations (discussed in Subsection 3.4.5) to the

levels acceptable by the reactor facility to which the cask is to

be dispatched. The basis for this assumption is further addressed

in this subsection.

3.4.2.1 Contamination of the Cask Interior

The interior cavity and fuel basket of spent fuel casks received

at the repository will be contaminated with radioactive material.

Gross contamination in the form of solid particles, as well as

high levels of "smearable" contamination, will exist on the cask°

= cavity and fuel basket surfaces (NAC, 1988). The source of the

particulate radioactive material is the "sloughing off" of crud

from the fuel elements. Crud is the activated corrosion products,

scale, and precJpltants that acc_nulate on spent fuel during

reactor operation and storage (TN, 1988). Some of the crud comes

off the fuel during loading of the assemblies into the cask at the

reactor facility, during cask transport, and during fuel unloading

- at tile receiving facility (TN, 1988). An additional source of
-

- cask cavity contamination is the contaminated spent fuel pool

water to which the cask cavity is exposed during fuel-loading

operations at the reactor facility (NAC, 1988).

i The levels of contamination on the cask cavity and fuel basket, as

" well as the extent of the surfaces contaminated, may vary

- significantly. NA(] (].988) indicates that, when the cask is in the
_

-
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vertical position, most particles settle to the bottom of the fuel

basket, with a portion escaping the basket and becoming trapped in

the bottom of the cask. Reported smear sample data for TN-8L

transportation cask cavities indicate levels ranging from

180,000 dpm/100 cm2 to 118,000,000 dpm/100 cm2 for side smears

and 320,000 dpm/lO0 cm2 to 123,000,000 dpm/100 cm2 for bottom

smears (McKimlon, 1987b). Levels of contamination in other casks
4

and cask models have been reported within these ranges, for both

side and bottom smears, by McKinnon (1987a), Dziadosz (1986),

McCreery (1983), and NAC (1988).

Smear sample data obtained from a TN-8L cask during a particular

shipping campaign showed an increase in the amount of crud in the

bottom of the cask (McKinnon, 1987a). Smears obtained from the

bottom of the cask basket showed that the levels of contamination

increased from approximately 400,000 dpm/100 cm2 to i00,000,000
2

dpm/100 cm over four shipments (McKinnon, 1987a).

Reported contamination levels of spent fuel cask cavities and fuel

baskets are su_narized in Appendix B°

3.4.2.2 .Purpose of Decontamination of the_Cask Interior

DOE (1986a) states that the ilmer cavities of unloaded casks

should be decontaminated to 2,200 dpm/cm 2 for beta-gamma

emitters and 220 dpm/cm 2 for alpha emitters, prior to ret:urning

the casks to the external transportation system. However, meeting

these stringent limits would have various negative impacts on

repository operations, as discussed below. For this study, the

purpose of interior decontamination of the cask is to reduce the

buildup of radioactive material in the interior cavity of the cask

to avoid cross-contamination of different reactor spent fuel pools

during cask--loadlng operations and to reduce occupational

exposures during cask-handling operations.

Meeting the cask interior cavity contamination limits in

DOE (].986a) would require extensive cask disassembly and
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decontamination operations, resulting irl a significant increase in

cask turnaround time. Moreover, it is even questionable whether

decontaminating the cask cavity to these levels call be achieved.

Stapf (Appendix A-3) indicates that extensive decontamination of

the ilmer cavity and fuel basket of casks at the Savannah River

Plant's (SRP) Receiving Basin for Offslte Fuel (RBOF) took two

operators approximately 8 hr to perform. In the decontamination

operation, the fuel basket was removed from the cask cavity, and

the basket and cask cavity surfaces were manually decontaminated

with steam lances. Even after these extensive operations, the

levels of contamination were above the limits stated in DOE

(1986a). Performing this operation routinely at the repository

would significantly increase cask turnaround time, which according

to DOE (1986a) should be a total of 8 hr for a truck cask and 12

hr for a rail cask. Also, performing extensive decontamination

operations, similar to that stated above, would result in a

significant increase in operator exposures at the repository.

NAC (1988) states that extensive decontamination of cask cavities

has resulted in average smearable contamination levels cf

50,000 dpm/lO0 cm2. Although these achievable levels meet the

requirements stated in DOE (1986a), NAC (1988) adds that, because

of weeping, the levels have been observed to increase to up to

1,000,000 dpm/100 cm2 in a relatively short period of time.

Thus, it is questionable whether achieving the levels specified by

DOE (1986a) for cask internal contamination is practical.

Based on the discussion above, this study assumes that the

repository will not decontaminate cask cavities to the levels

specified by DOE (]986a). The repository, however, will provide

the capabilities of decontaminating the inner cavity of unloaded

" casks, for the purposes discussed below.

Unloaded casks shipped from the repository to the reactor site may

introduce additlona], contamination into the reactor's spent fuel

pool or associated cleanup systems if there is excessive
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contamination in the flask's inner cavity. Because t:he [levels of

contamination ill the pool water and the amount of crud on fuel

varies from reactor to reactorj cross...contaminaliozJ is a primary

concern when shipping an unloaded cask to a. reactor facility other

than the facility from which t.llecask was rece.lved.

Another problem associated with tilebuildup of' contamination in

tile flask cavity is tlle potential for increased operational

exposures during cask handling. Although rout.[llecask.-hand]irlg

operations are performed manually, or "hands on", with tile closure

head(s) in place (e.g., containing t,he radioactivity),

contamination has been known to build up _n tlle cavity valves

(especial].y bottom drain valves>, produ(:_ng high radiation levels

around the valves (Mull.en, Appendix A-4), Mullen (Appendix A-.4)

states that at the end of a shipping campaign, high radiation

levels were measured around the drain port of' a TN-..eLshipping

flask. Crud had accumulated in the qulck....disconnectvalve of the

drain port, requiring the valve to be replaced prior to returning

the cask to Transnuclear, Inc. Manual cask--handllng operations

requiring interface with the valves (such as cask cavity flushl.ng,

venting, drying, and leak testing) may resu].t in .Inc.:leased

operator exposures.

Shappert (1988) states that unloaded casks will. be shipped from

the repository, MRS, or GMF as radioactive material packages

containing Type B, Type A, or lira:[tedquanL:Itles (defined :In

49 CFR 11.7.3), depending on the amount of l'estdtlal c.ol_tanliliat,:lon :Lh

the cask cavity, These facilities would not need t:o de(:o:ltaminat:c'

cask interiors to levels below the empty package lt.mits,

Attaway (].988) indicates that, at the CMF, the cask cavity is

assumed to be dec'.ontaminated tL(, t:he .levels acc:eptabl.e by the

reactor fac:llity to whi.ch the cask :Is to be dispatched. '.['llis

assumption is consistent-wtttl (:urrcnt cask fl.eet: (._l?crat:tons

experience by NAC (1988).

'l?l,i:_ report asSl.lrae/__ that:, when a cae.d( .ts l:t:l,llrlled i'e the _alne

reactor f'o.eil.ity :Lh wh:lc:h :1t. orl g:lr, ated, any c:ontam.lnat:lon bill ]dllp
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in the cask cavity will be the responsibility of that facillty,

',_hereposltory will decontam'tnate the cask cavity when the cask is

to be dispatched to another reactor facility to prevent

_:ross.-contan|iliatlonr_stl]t.[nKfrom prevlous cask use by another

facility, This is con_.J[st.entwit.h current cask fleet operational

" experi_nce in the U.S. (NAC, 1988), As discussed in

Subsection 2.3.5, decontamination of the interior cavity of the

cask, if needed, will be performed as a nonroutlne operation in

con,Junctlon wi_:h cask reconfJguratlon.

To determine the extent and methods of interior decontamination

requiJ:ed, the cask cavity contamination levels need to be

assessed. Before assigning a cask to a facility for use in a

shipping campaign, NAC ensures that the levels of mobile

contaminat:lon in the cask cavity are acceptable by the receiving

facillty (NA(:, 1988). The amount of contamination present in the

I cask cavity is determined by filling the cask with water,

obtaining a sample of the water, and analyzing the sample

(NAC, ]988). A similar procedure is routinely used at

waste-handling facilities before casks are placed in their spent

fuel pools (Scl_lid, Appt'_ndJ.xA-l; Stapf, Appendix A-3; Denny,

Appendix A--5).

The procedures for sampling the contamination levels of the trmer

cavity (discussed above) are recommended, prior to reconfiguration

operat:ic, ns at: tt_e repository, to indicate the extent and methods
=

of decontamination required. The quantification of res'l.dua].

contamiaation in t:he cask cavity (discussed in Subsection 3,3,3)

wt:ll also pr'ov:ide an lhdlestton of the extent of decontamination

requJ, red.
g

Two general methods for reducing con.taminatton tn the cask cavity

_ have been u,:.led by tlxe ._n(tustry, 'f'h(-_ first and most common method

= is t".l_lsl_lng the c.a_._k a_vll:y wt.tl_ demirlera].l.zed water, The second

mettlo(i, wh:Icll, is t nt:requent:]y perf'orlrled (NAC, p 1.988), invoJ.ves
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removing the closure head(s) and the fuel. basket from the cask

aavlty aIld using direct methods f'or removing COlltam_llatlon l:'_'oII_

the stlrfaces of the cask cavity and 'ftlelbasket, These two

teclullques and their app]i(_'abl].Ityto operations at: the r_posltory

are discussed below.
e

,G__k_,_'.!___J!_n_,NAC (1988) states that flushing is considered only

a cleaning operation, whose purpose is to remove as mu,zh of the

mobile contaminants in the cask cavity as practical (NAC, ].988).

Some aspects associated with cask flushing and the applicability

of flushing to repository operations are described below,

including time requirements, the effectiveness of flushing,

generation oi' radioactive waste, and occupational exposures.

Operations for cask flushing typically require flush:Ing the cask

with approximately two volumes of water (NA(], ].988). Flushing the

cavity of IF-300 tall casks at GE-Morris is performed at flow

rates of about 30 gpm. Based on the cavity dimensions presented

in Blomeke (1988), flushing an IF-300 cask with two volumes of

water at this flow rate takes approximately 1 hr. Obtainable flow

rates for f].ushing, however, depend on the cask. design and, in

particular, on the size of the cavity penetration valves used for

f].ushing,

The effectiveness of flushing also depends on the cask design.

The configuration of' the bottom of the fuel. channels and the

convolution of the drain lines can inhibit the dislodging of crud

during flushing (TN, 1988). NA0 (1988) indicates that when crud

particles settle in the bottom of the cask, they become trapped on

].edges and in seams, where a substantial portion remains even

after f]ushing operations. DOE (1986c), however, states that the

:Interior surfaces of casks designed for use in the Federal Waste

Management System should be of sufflc.ient smoothness and contour

t:o l:Imit the accumulation of particulate residue and to facilitate

removal.
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Flushing the cask cavity generates contaminated liquid waste and

increases the potentfal for increased occupational exposures.

Using the cask dimensions presented in Blomeke (1988) and flushing

with tWO cask volumes of water, an NLI 1/2 truck cask generates

220 ga1 oi! liquid radio_,_ctive waste and an IF-300 rail cask
'6

generates ].,800 gal of liquid radioact'.ive waste as a result of

flushing operations, Based on these values and the throughput

rates presented in SNL (1987), routine flushing of ali casks at

the repository would generate approximately 750,000 gal of liquid

radioact.ive waste annually,

In addition to the generation of liquid radioactive waste, crud

and contamination can accumulate in the drain lines used for

f].ushing (Sclunid, Appendix A-l). The buildup of the highly

radioactive crud in the drain lines can result in increased

occupational exposures during flushing and other manual, operations

performed tn the area, Schmid (Appendix A-l) states that the cask

drain hoses at GE-Morris require replacement about once a year in

order to reduce occupational exposures.

Therefore, routine flushing of casks is not recommended at the

repository because it (i) increases cask turnaround time,

(2) generates significant amounts of liquid radioactive waste

requiring treatment, and (3) increases operator exposures.

Occaslonal flushing, however, may be desirable to reduce the level

of contamination iri the cask cavity to that required by the

reactor fae.ility to which the cask iN to be dispatched (after

reconflguration). It is recommended that the effectiveness of

flushing on reducing the levels of contamination in the cask

cavity be studied further.

A _2umpout system in used at GE-Morris for cask flushing

" (Egcr, ].979). Water is pumped into the bottom of the cask to fill

and flush it. Water displaced during flushing is pushed up to a
4

higher collection point from which it flows to the liquid waste

collection and treatment facility by gravity. Water is pumped

from the bottom of the cask for drain:lng.
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Direc____DteriQr D_n__amination. If extensive contamination is

present in the cask cavity, direct methods for reducing cask

interior cavity contamination levels may be required at the

repository prior to dispatching the cask to a different reactor

facility. Direct methods for decontaminating the cask cavity
6

require removal of the inner closure head to access the cavity.

Direct interior decontamination has been performed with the cask

(and fuel basket) submerged in a pool of water <NAC, 1988; Schmid,

Appendix A-I) or placed in a dry environment. Because large

amounts of liquid radioactive wastes are generated if the cask and

fuel basket are immersed in water, a dry environment is

recommended for these operations at the repository. It is also

recommended, however, that the cask cavity be filled with water

for shielding if there are high radiation levels due to extensive

contamination buildup, as discussed below.

The buildup of contamination in the cask cavity can produce

intense radiation fields. Upon removal of the cask inner closure

head for reconfiguration and/or decontamination, operators may be

exposed to high radiation levels. The radiatio_ levels at the top

opening of casks, with closure head(s) removed, have been reported

in the range of 1 rem/ht for an NLI 1/2 truck cask (Schilthelm,

Appendix A-2) and up to 40 rem/hr for a TN 8-L truck cask

(NAC, 1988). NAC (1988) indicates that levels as high as 200

rem/hr have been experienced with other cask models. Owing to

high radiation levels that may result when accessing the unloaded

cask cavity, removal of the inner closure head for cask internal

decontamination and reconflguration at ti_6 repository is
_

recommended to be performed either remotely and/or with the cask

_. cavity filled with water.
i

e

Reconfiguration operations, discussed _ Subsection 3.4.5, require

removal of the fuel spacer assembly from the inner closure head.
_

Because of the potential for high contamination and radiation

- levels of the fuel spacer, the spacer should be decontaminated

(while attached to the inner closure head) prior to changeout.

These operations are described further _n Subsection 3.4.5.
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Extensive cask interior decontamination operations at the

repository may involve removing the fuel basket from the cask

cavity. The need for removing the fuel basket for interior

decontamination will generally be dictated by the levels of

contamination in the cask cavity. The extent of contamination is

determined during the operations for quantifying the radioactive

content of the unloaded cask (described in Subsection 3.3.3) and

the water sample obtained prior to reconfiguration (described in

Subsection 3.4.2.3).

If decontamination of the fuel basket is required, it is

recomnended that the basket be removed from the cask cavity

remotely in order to reduce operator exposures. Levels of

radiation from fuel baskets (removed in an air environment) have

been reported in the range of 500 mrem/hr at 2 in. from the outer

surface (after considerable flushing) up to 2 rem/hr (NAC, 1988).

When removed in air, the basket is kept wet (or damp) to reduce

potential for airborne contamination (Schilthelm, Appendix A-Z).

NAC (1988) repo£ts that it takes two operators no more than l0 to

15 min. to remove a basket from a cask.

Decontamination of fuel baskets is typically performed manually

= with lances supplied with either high-pressure water or steam

(NAC, 1988; Stapf, Appendix A-3). Since baskets will be highly

contaminated and will exhibit high radiation levels, TN (1988)

recommends that the basket cleaning area be enclosed and separated

' from other work areas and be almost entirely remotely operated.c

TN (].988) adds that separate facilities are recommended for

cleaning baskets as opposed to casks. Other recommendations
z

o include providing the capability for inspecting the baskets by

CCTV and assigning a controlled area for the storage of baskets
=

after they have been cleaned (TN, 1988).

Decontaminating the Int_rior cavity of casks can be performed with

- the cavity either filled with water or dry. As previously

discussed, water helps reduce the potential for airborne
=
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recommended that decontamination of the cask cavity at the

repository be performed with the cavity filled with water to avoid

airborne contamination and reduce operator exposures.

Wet decontamination methods have been employed using a wet vacuum

(Schmid, Appendix A-l; Brundin, 1986), high-pressure water lances

(hydrolazing) (NAC, 1988), and/or long-handled scrubbing

instr_unents (NAC, 1988; McCreery, ]983). Use of hydrolazing and

wet vacuuming is recommended for cask cavity decontamination

operations at the repository. Hydrolazlng provides a means for

removing gross contamination that may be loosely bound to the

surfaces of the cavity. Wet vacuuming provides the capability of

removing the loose particulate matter, as well as contaminated

water during hydrolazing. These decontamination methods may be

used with the fuel basket in the cask cavity or with it removed.

3.4.3 Leak TestinK__q.[t_he Cask Cavity

Routine leak testing of cask cavities is assumed to be performed

at the repository prior to shipping the unloaded cask offsite.

The bases of this assumption are discussed below. Followi._g thJs

discussion, leak-testing methods and operational experience are

described The reco_nended methods for leak testing at the

repository are presented.

3.4.3.1 Bases

DOE (1986a) states that the repository is required to prepare

transportation components for a return trip. Leak testing of

unloaded casks is not necessary to meet regulatory or cask CoC

requirements (unless the cask cavity contains Type B quantities of

residual contamihation, which is unlikely). However, preparation

operations should verify that cask components function properly

prior to dispatching the cask. Therefore, routine leak testing at

tb,e repository is recommended to ensure that cask contair_nent

components (i.e., closure head and valve seals) perform their

required /unction before the cask i.s returned to a reactor

a facility_
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Additionally, leak testing oi unloaded casks at the repository is

consistent with operational experlence at other waste-handling

facilities. Leak testing of cask cavities is routinely performed

on unloaded casks before shipment offslte at the GE-Morrls

(Schmid, Appendix A-l), INEL-TAN (Mullen, Appendix A-4), and

SRP-RBOF (Stapf, Appendix A-3) facilities. Schmi_ (Appendix A-l)

adds that the routine leak-testing operations are performed at

GE-Morris because faulty seals can be more easily repaired and

equipment and spare parts are more readily available there than at

the reactor facilities.

Routine leak testing of unloaded casks for shipment offsite will

be performed at the repository for both inner and outer

containments. If faulty closure head or cavity penetration valve

seals are detected during leak-testlng operations, remedial

action, such as seal replacement (discussed in Subsection 3.4.4),

will be performed.

3.4.3.2 Leak-Test Methods

Various leak-test methods are employed on casks currently used in

the U.S. (NAC, 1988; TN 1988; Schmid, Appendix A-l; Stapf,

Appendix A-3). Leak-test methods depend on cask design and

facility operating procedures, and include helium tests, pressure

tests, hydrostatic tests, and air bubble tests. Hydrostatic tests

are typically performed only for annual CoC testing (NRC, 1979;

NRC, 1980). Because an air bubble test requires that the cask be

submersed in water, it is not recommended for repository

operations.

IIelium Leak Tests. Hellt_ leak tests are performed by

pressurizing the cask containment with hel_um and running a

" "sniffer" probe along the edge of the containment boundaries

(closure head, valve, etc.) at a specified rate (unit distance per

° unit time) to detect helium (NAC, 1988). According to Schmid

(Appendix A-I), helium leak testing of IF-300 casks takes more

time than the pressure tests required by other cask designs; leak

° 3-39 __-_-
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testing takes approximately 30 rain for the closure head seal and

approximately 15 min for each penetration valve seal.

A__i_KPressure Tests. Air pressure tests involve pressurizing or

evacuating a control volume and observing a pressure drop or

increase, respectively. The control volume can be either the

entire cask cavity or an interspace volume of the contailmlent
6

boundaries. The closure heads of NAC-I casks are equipped wit]]

two O.-ring seals_ and the interspace volrune between the two seals

is pressure-tested (NAC, 1988). Some containment penetration

valve designs used on casks incorporate a similar concept.

Pressure test sensitivSty is highly dependent on the size of the

control volume being tested and the sensitivity of the equipment

and instruments required for the tests (TN, 1988). Sensitivity of

the tests and the size of the control volume also dictate the time

needed to carry out the test.

Although the required test method will depend on the cask

operating procedures, pressure tests are assumed in this study.

One reason for this ass_nptlon _s that the equipment and

instruments used for pressure tests (NAC, 1988; TNp 1988) are

similar to those used for cask cavity sampling (discussed in

Subsection 3.2.2). Thus, equipment requirements in the cask

preparations area can be reduced.

3.4.4 Cask Maintenance

During cask handling and transportation, ca._k components are

subject to damage and nor_.al wear and tear. Throughout

cask-handling operations at the repository, cask components are

visually inspected to identify components that require

maintenance, such as replacement, cleaning, and other corrective
,r

measures. The degree of cask maintenance operations may range

from simple tasks to complex tasks involving sJgnificant time

requirements.
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As discussed in Subsection 2.3.3, it is assumed that the

repository provides the capability of performing minor maintenance

on casks In order to return the casks to the transportation system

in an efficient manner. Minor maintenance operations will also be

performed to meet the requirements of DOE (1986a), presented in

Subsection 2.].2.1.

&

3.4.4.1 General

Cask maintenance activitles can be categorized as follows: CoC

. maintenance, maintenance routinely performed for each shipment,

and unscheduled maintenance, covering nonroutine activities such

as the repair or replacement of parts subject to damage and wear

and tear (NAC, 1988). As discussed in Subsection 2.3.2, annual

cask maintenance operations for the cask CoC will be conducted at

the CMF (Attaway, 1988).

- Routine maintenance performed for each shipment typically is

limited to visual inspection of cask components and containment

verification or leak testing (discussed in Subsection 3.4.3). The

visual inspections are performed to identify any need for

nonroutine maintenance, discussed later In this subsection. Leak

testing is also routinely carried out for containment verification
:

. purposes, identifying faulty containment seals that require

replacement or maintenance. For certain types of casks, closure

head O-rlng seals msy be replaced frequently or on a scheduled

basis (depending on cask design); however; frequent seal

- replacement is not assumed in this study. Seal replacement is

therefore considered a nonroutine operation.

-

Nonrout_ne cask maintenance operations to be performed at the

repository are generally expected to be limited to replacement or

repair of components that can be removed from the c_sk. Eger

(11979) tabulates the types and frequencies of nonroutine cask

maintenance tasks that were needed for 486 shipments of spent fuel
_

to GE-Morris. These maintenance tasks were needed only

infrequently (1 or 2 shipments out of 486) and typically include_i

=
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minor repairs such as replacement of drain valves. Other cask

removable components (discussed in Subsection 2.2.3.3) that may

require nonroutine maintenance include closure head seals and

fasteners, valves and associated equipment, trumlions, baskets,

and fuel spacers. Maintenance operations and experience °

pertaining to these components are discussed below.

3.1_.4.2 Closure Head and Components

Components associated with the cask closure heads that may require

nonroutine maintenance include the O-ring seals, fasteners, and

threaded inserts (helicoils). Penetration valves are usual].y

considered a part of the closure head, but in this report,

maintenance of the valves and associated components are covered in

Subsection 3.4.4.3, which deals with cavity penetration valves and

components. Replacement of closure head O-ring seals will

probably be the most frequent nonroutine maintenance operation at

the repository. As discussed in Subsection 2.2.2.2, the closure

head seals wi]] periodically require replacement owing to their

limited lifetimes. Defects or damage to the seals may be

identified during visual inspection. Defects that are not

visually evident, but cause a faulty seal, will be identified

during the leak-testlng operations.

Sea]. replacement involves removing the closure heads (irmer and

outer) from the cask body and placing them on stands. Typically,

the sea] is removed from a retaining groove (retaining clips may

also need to be removed), which is cleaned out and filled with

vacuum grease, and a new seal is installed (TN, 1988). Sol,hid

(Appendix A-l) indicated that replacement of the closure ]lead seal[

on an IF-300 cask takes two operators approximately 30 mln.

O-rlng seal replacement operations for an NLI ]/2 inner closu:re

head have been reported to take 15 to 20 rain (Schi]thelm, Appendix

A-2).

Because of the low radiation levels associated with outer closure

head seal replacement on unloaded casks, the operation can be

performed manually. The need for outer closure head sea]
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replacement will be identified in the preparation area during

visual inspection prior to fuel unloading or during containment

verification after fuel unloading. Based on the relatively short

operational times for seal changes indicated above, the

. maintenance operation may be performed in the cask preparation

area.

a

Replacement of the irmer closure head O-ring seals is more conlplex

than replacement of the outer closure head, owing to the higher

levels of contamination and radiation from the inner cavity upon

removal of the inner closure head. As is the case with internal

decontamination operations, irmer closure head seal replacement

operations should be performed w_th the cask cavity filled with

water to avoid these radiation and contamination problems.

Closure head fasteners (bolts or studs and nuts) and thethreaded

inserts (helicoils) typically provided in the cask body to

accommodate the fasteners are subject to wear and tear, or may

periodically require replacement (NAC, 1988). The heads of the

fasteners are susceptible to rounding off due to torquing or

removing the fasteners with worn sockets. The fastener threads

are susceptible to cross threading if improperly installed or

removed. If the closure head (inner and outer) fasteners are

damaged or show wear and tear, they should be replaced at the

: repository. Replacement of inner closure head fasteners may

require removal of the head if the fasteners are captive to the

alosure head. If this is the case, t]tese operations should be

performed with the cask cavity filled with water, for reasons

previously discussed°

NA(; (1988) states that the most frequent unscheduled maintenance

item is the replacement of hellcoils. Helicoils are threaded

inserts in holes that are drilled and tapped in the cask body to

accommodate the closure head bolts or studs. Failure occurs

either by cracking or by "backing out" of the tapped hole ill the

cask body (NAC, ]988). The helicoils for inner and outer closure

heads are visually inspected during cask-handling operations to
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identify the need for their replacement. Because replacement of

inner closure head fasteners and helicoils requires that the tm_er

closure head be removed, filling the cask cavity with water is

recommended, for reasons previously discussed.

3.4.4.3 C.aLi_t_Y_ Pen__ ra t i on Va l_.e s__a!kd._..Go!npo [!_en.t__S

4

Penetration valves and components, including quick discolmects,

relief valves, valve seals, and O--rings, will need to be repaired

or replaced if they fail (NAC, 1988). NAC (1988) adds that "valve

seals and seal surfaces requl,e attention periodically depending

on the quantities of particulate mat:erial present in flush or pool

water and on the effectiveness of flushing during ca,_k-hand].ing

operations," Other valve components that may require periodic

replacement are the valve box cover, cover gaskets, and cover

fasteners.

This study assumes that maintenance operations on cavity

penetration valves and their associated components will be

performed at the repository, if necessary. Maintenance tasks that

require extensive disassembly of the valve components for

rebuilding may warrant replacing the entire valve assembly to

reduce time requirements. Schmid (Appendix A-I) indicated that it

takes 1 to 1-1/2 hr to remove the pressure teller valve device on

tile IF-300 cask. This duration is assumed to be an upper bound

for valve maintenance operations at the repository.

TN (1988) indicates that repairs on cask cavity drain valves could

result in dislodging accumulated int:ernal contamination, which

could cause high radiation levels. The amount of contamination

dislodged could range up to several curies (TN, 1988). Therefore,

portable shielding and local cor_talnments may be needed for valve

repair operations at tile repository in order to reduce operator

exposures and the potential, for airborne contamination. Also,

maintenance of penetration va]yes on the inner closure head could

require removal of the closure head, which wou].d mean that the

cask cavity would have to be filled with water to reduce the

potential for airborne contamination and operator exposures.



3,4, ;), 4 ._Okho_.....G__h.__o.mp_o._t._nt_._

Various other cask components, in addition to those addressed

above, may require replac_el],entor maintenance at the repository as

a re,q111tof Jncurr_d damage or wear and tear. For example_ the

cask trunnions) tJedowns) c:1osure head seal surface) and closure

head seal retention groove may ai.so [leed maintenance.

Cask trunnlons and the surfaces of the earrler supports may

experience galllng, as might occur during cask rotation to and

from tile carrier (TR, 1988). Depending on trunnion design) the

trumlion bushings (NAC, 1988) or the entire trunnion component may

have to be replaced. NAC ([].988)indicates that theneed for

replacement is typically determined by visual inspection.

SIlnilarly) the cask tledowns may exhibit weal' and require

maintenance. Removable cask trunnlons or trunnion bushings can be

replaced In the cask preparation area during other cask.

preparation operations. Because the tledowns are asaoelated with

the cask carrier, maintenance on the cask tledowns is performed in

the receiving and shipping bay while tie cask is removed from the

carrier.

During closure head hand].ing and cask handling with the closure

head(s) removed, the closure head sealing surfaces ond seal
=

retention grooves can be marred, which reduces their effectiveness

- (TN, 1988). Depending on the ex.tent of marring (e.g., a scratch

or a deep dent), tlle surfaces may require polishing, machining, or

a weld overlay (NhCl, 1988; TN, 1988). TN (1988) indicates that

the repair of a sealing surfaces can be a difficult and

time.-consumlrlg operation. Because of the complexity of repairs to
±

sealing surfaces) these maintenance operations are assumed to be
=

performed at: the (]MI,'.

, '_...............................................................................................2_................, 3.4.zI 5 (/.la].Jt:y Assurane.e and I)ocum_:.ntation

f

Qua]Ity ass_lranc'eand doc0.1Hrleiltat:lol'iof cask maintenance operations

wJ]l be required at, the repo.,:I.Itory.Qualifled personnel,i

proc'.edures, and spar(.! parts wt.I.] be provided for performance of
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t:he maintenance operations discussed previously, Records of all

maintenance and repair operations conducted at the repository are

needed to support the requirements of the transportation system

(At taway, 1988).

The repository will have to verify that the maintenance op_Iratlons

are performed in accordance with the requirements of the cask Co(]

(Attaway, 1988), Established procedures and personnel, qua!if_,ed

for conducting the maintenance previously discussed will al.low

timely performance of the necessary work, The repository will be

required to furnish a sufficient supply of certified replacement

parts that meet the original design and fabrication criteria

identified in the cask CoG (TN, 1988).

The repository will conduct records management activities similar

to those required by the CMF, but on a smaller scale. Activities

to be included are information acquisition, storage and retrieval,

and maintenance doctmmntatton (Attaway, 1988). Each maintenance

operation performed will. be documented and used to update the cask

history file. This report assumes that all cask records and

documentation will be controlled and maintained at the CMF,

Therefore, the repository records management activities will

interface with those of the CMF to keep the required documentation

up-to-date.

3,4,5 G.a_.sk.Rec on f !gu_._:.a_!i_o.t_

Oc.caslonally, casks wt1.1, require reconfiguring (e,g,, the changing

of cask interior components) in order to accept a d:ifferent: type

or length of spent fuel.

The fuel spacer assembly is typically mounted to the underside of

the inner cl.osure head (as discussed in Subsect:lon 2.2,2.2).

Replacement of the fuel spacer assembly requires removal of the h

inner closure head from the cask., exposJ, ng the cask cavity.

C,Jnsiderat:ions for removal of' the inner closure head from the

cask, discussed irt Subsection 3,4.2, apply t:o spacer c.hangeout
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operations, NI,tA th_._l,rmer closure head removed_rtecessary

decontam.tnatl.on of the cask interior may proceed in coxtjunct,,:l.on

with f'ue], spact_r changcsot_t op_._rat:Jor_s,

Fuel spacer removal, operations may be performed either mamlall.y

("hands olt") or remote:ly ai: the repository, depending on the

, levels ot" radiation from the spacer assembly, Significant levels

of cent:amination on the fuel spacer asse)ably may resu].t in high

.radiatl.on levels and the potential for aJ, rbor,_e contamination

during cttangeout operat:ions. NA(] (1988) reported a radiation

level, of :1.00 ml_ad/hr during a survey of the bottom of the inner

e].osure head for an NLI 1/2 truck cask, Conlmon industry practice

is t:o manually change fuel spacers (sea Appendix h),

Based on the discussion above_ fuel spacers are asst_med to be

routinely decontaminated prJ.or to being removed from the irmer

closure head for manual chaIlgeout, The method proposed for

decontaminatlng the fuel spacer assemb].y is similar to the method

recommencied for decontaminating the fuel basket.

Once the inner closure head and fuel spacer are decontaminated,

the closure heed is placed on a stand so that the fuel spacer can

be removed, At GE-_Morris, the closure head :Is placed on and

mounted to a specially designed stand that flips the closure head

upside down, facilit:atJ.ng access to and removal of the fuel spacer

(Sctmlid, Appendix A-..1), Removal of the fuel spacer involves

loosening (and removing, if necessary) the nuts or bolts that

fasten the spacer assembly to the ironer closure head (NRC, 1978;

NI{C, 1.979; NRC, 1.980; Schmid, Appendix A-l). Subsequent to

removal., the fuel spacer assembly is stored in a controlled area.

A fuel spacer assembly_ of the size required by the reactor

facility to which the cask is to be dispatched., is retrieved from

storage and emplaced on t'he inner clo_ure head. Once cask
w

tnterrtal decontamination operations are complete, the c.l.osure head

is placed on the cask., :If remova:l, oi' the fuel. basket: is required

for either decontamination or reconftguration, a clean baslcet J s
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retrieved from _Jtorage and placed in the cask c'avity prior to

placing the inner closure head on the cask, Subsequent operat'ions

would Ineltlde those tasks necessary t:oprepare the cask for

shipment offsite, am discussed in p_'evious subsections,

Once all cask preparation operations have been comp].eted_ the cask

is transferred from the cask preparation area back to the cask

carrier for shipment offsit;e, The operat.ions necessary for

shipping the unloaded cask offs.tLe are basically the reverse of

those for receiving (Subsection 3,1), A func, t:l.on_l block flow

diagram of these operations is shown '!n Figure 3-9,

The cask is transferred from the cask preparation area to the

shipping and receiving bay, Using the cask lifting yoke, the cask

is lowered and placed on the cask supports of the carrier. The

cask tiedowns are engaged and the impact limiters are reemplaced

on each end of the cask. The personnel barrier is subsequently

closed over the cask,

The cask and carrier are transferred to the inspect:Ion area of the

repository and prepared for dispatch. Dispatch preparation

includes performing a final contamination and radiation survey,

similar to that described in Subsection 3,1,1, and is performed to

meet DOT (1986) requirements contained iii 49 CFR ]73,443(a) and

49 CFR 1.73,441, respectively, Other operat:lons include prepar:l.Ilg

and compiling the necessary do(:.ume_ntation for sht.pment, il_clud:lng

the shipping manifest, discussed irt Subsection 3.1..1..

3.6 8.u_Ln__._!ry._._._.f_..._.___O3._:::.I_?.r._gp.._V::J!.!_g._()_p _ r.___.t.i:!o:!:_

Cask--processing operations proposed for the repository are

presented in Subsections 3,1 through 3,5, l,'or purposes of t:hl.s

study, the areas for cask preparattm_ are ,:_eparat, ed trtto two

facilities, one for routine operat:l.ol_,,_ (cask preparat:l.on area) al_(:l
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the other for nonroutlne operations (cask maintenance area). The

general layout and i_iterface of the repository receiving

facilities for cask-processing operations are illustrated in

Figure 3-10.

The functional block flow diagrams and the discussion of cask

decontamination and maintenance presented in the previous

subsections are used to provide a basis for the conceptual design

of the cask preparation area (Section 4.0) and the cask

maintenance area (Section 5.0).



4 .0 CASK PREPARATION AREA

The conceptual design of the cask preparation area is presented in

this section. Th_ cask preparation area is designed to provide tb_e :

necessary facilities for routine operations (and certain nonroutine

" operations) associated with preparing casks for fuel unloading and

for shipment offsite, as described in Subsections 3.2 and 3.4,

respectively. Table 4-1 summarizes the operations that the cask

preparation area is designed to facilitate. This work was done

during the Pre-Advanced Conceptual Design phase as reflected in

SAND84-2641, Site Characterization Plan-Conceptual Design Report.

4.]. General Arrangement

The conceptual design of the cask preparation area is illustrated

in Figure 4-i. Major features of the cask preparation area include

the following'

o Separation of the cask preparation area from the receiving and

shipping bays

o Cask preparation stations for routine cask preparation

operation_

o Capabilities for transferring casks from the preparation area to

a separate area for nonroutine cask operations

The size of the cask. preparation area (i.e., the number of cask

preparation stations) depends on the required cask throughput.

rates; therefore, a generic module of two cask preparation stations

is shown in Figure 4-1 as an ex=mple. Multiple modules may be

needed for high cask throughput rates.

The conceptual d_sign of the waste-handling building (WHB) in

" SNL (1987) incorporated the receiving and shipping bay and t_e

cask preparation area as a conunon area with the same ventilation

system. However, the taciiity design should inc_L_p_LaL_

confinement barriers to pzevent the spread of contamination.

Because some cask preparation operations involve potential
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TABLE 4-!

SUMMARY 0F CASK PREPARATION AREA OPERATIONS

Routine Operations

o Sample cask outer cavity*

o Remove outer closure head*

o Survey outer cavity for contamination

o Sample cask inner cavity*

o Loosen inner closure head fasteners*

o Install cask-to-hot-cell adapter

o Remove cask-to-hot-cell adapter

o Spot-decontamlnate cask-to-hot-cell adapter and cask outer cavity

: o Contamination survey of cask exterior

o Spot-decontaminate cask exterior

o Leak-test cask inner add outer cavities

o Reemplace and secure closure heads*

Nonroutine Q_erationsz

o Sample outer cavity gas for radioactivity*

o Perform minor maintenance on outer closure head

o Spot-decontaminate _ask exterior and outer cavity (prior to fuel

unloading)

=

=

_ * De_otes robotic operation
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contamination (especially after unloading spent fuel from casks),

a ventilation barrier is provided to separate the cask preparation

area from the receiving and shipping bay. The cask p[eparatlon

area ventilation is furnished with a filtered exhaust system

because of the potential for alrborv_e contamination. Any

" operations involving potenti_i'i/_orj!tamlr'_ation would be performed in

the cask preparation area, ,_='/o'_h_.t the receiving and shipping bay

' need not have a filtered ventilation exhaust system. This

separation prevents the potential spread of contamination and

significantly reduces the portion of the WHB requiring a filtered

ventilation system.

The cask preparation area is separated from the receiving and

shipping bay by a wall. Ventilation barrier doors allow the cask

to be transferred between the two areas. A cask transfer car

moves the cask between the cask preparation area and the receiving

and shipping bay, as well as the cask unloading station. The

transfer car is designed to accommodate the truck casks and tall

casks described in Subsection 2.2. There is a cask preparation

station for each cask transfer car in the preparation area.

As discussed previously, the cask preparation area is designed for

routine preparation operations. Therefore, capabilities are

provided for transferring casks from the preparation area to a

separate area (i.e., the cask maintenance area described in

Section 5.0) for nonroutlne cask preparation operations. The

arrangement allows the cask to be transferred within a confined

area to prevent the potential spread of contamination to other

areas.
i
i

A 150-ton bridge crane is used to transfer the cask offline to the

cask ma]nt_nance area for performing the nonroutine cask.

preparation operations (described in Section 5.0). A clear path

is provided in the preparation area to avold ]ifting a cask over

' other' casks when lt is being transferred to the maintenance area

and to minimize cask lift heights. The bridge crane is designed

with sufficient capacity to accommodate redundant lifting methods

4.,-5
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of the cask types described in Subsection 2.2. There are

redundant lifting yokes in the preparation area for each cask type.

The cask preparation stations have the necessary facilities for

performing the operations lished in Table 4-1. These facilities

are described below. .

4.2 Cask Preparation Stations L

Major features incorporated into the design of the cask

preparation stations are as follows:

o Robotic arm

o Storage, laydown, and elevating work platforms

o Gas-sampllng and leak-testing equipment

These features are further described below.

As discussed in Subsection 3.2, manual operations on loaded casks

may significantly contribute to occupational exposures at the

repository. The remote-auto,fated or robotic operations are based

on the methods currently beiILg developed and demonstrated, as

dlseussed by Berger (1986). Routine operations associated with

cask preparation for shipment offsite are assum_.d to be performed

manually (at this point, the major radiation sources have been

removed from the cask), with a few exceptions. Robotic cask

preparation operations assumed for design purposes Bre identified

in Table 4-1.

A wall-mounted traveling crane equipped with a robotic arm is

provided in the cask preparation area to facilltate preparing

casks for fuel unloading. Depending on the number of' cask

preparation stations and time associated with the remote-automated

operations, the number of robotic arms required in the preparation

area will vary. Although floor-mounted robots were proposed in
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SNL (].987), a wall-mounted traveling robotic arm is chosen for

this study because it covers a larger working volume than a

floor-mounted robot (Griesmeyer, 1988). The crane supporting the

robotic arm is also equipped with a hoist for handling the cask

outer closure head and cask-to-hot-cell adapter.

The cask preparation stations are equipped with various platforms,

including an equipment and tool storage platform, an equipment

laydown platform, and an elevating work platform. Because most

cask preparation operations are performed near the top of the

cask, the platforms are at an elevation near the top of the cask

to minimize handling times.

To reduce operator exposures during manual operatlons_ the

platforms are supported on each side by concrete walls to provide

shielding between cask preparation stations where casks may be

handled simultaneously. The storage and laydown platforms are

equipped with stairways to the floor of the cask preparation area

for operator access. Additionally, a walkway along the length of

the cask preparation area allows operators to access each of the

stations.

The storage platform has sufficient space for the equipment and

tools necessary for routine cask preparation operations. One

equipment and tool storage platform services two cask preparation

stations to increase equipment and tool utilization. The

equipment includes robotic end-effector tools, cavity penetration

valve attac'hments for gas-sampllng and leak-testlng operations,

and radiological survey equipment, such as smear tools and holder,

a smear counter, a gas counter, and radiation detectors. Rags for

spot-decontamlnatlon, a container for solid radioactive waste

(e.g., contaminated rags), and smear pads are supplied in the

storage area.

There is a laydown platform for the outer closdre head and
,

cask-to-hot-cell adapter. A closure head support stand, similar

to that used at GE-Morris (described in Subsection 3.4), prevents

_
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damage and allows visual inspection and replacement of the closure

head seal. Lifting fixtures necessary for handling the outer

closure head and cask-to-hot-cell adapter are also stored on the

platform.

Each preparation station has an elevating platform that

encompasses the _.ircumfer'ence of the cask, The platform affords

operators easy access to the entire cask surface for performing

the radiological survey and spot-decontamination operations. The

platform folds up to allow transfer of the cask to and from the

preparation station. The platform is also designed to extend

horizontally toward the cask to accommodate both truck and rail

casks. The conceptual design of the p]atform is similar to that

being used at Germany's Gorleben _storage facility, illustrated in

Blomeke (].988).

The cavity gas-sampling, venting, and leak-testing equipment is

located under the storage platform to allow for more laydown space

on the platform. The equipment includes a high-volume vacuum pump

(and low-volume pump, if necessary) and filter. The vacuum pump

exhaust is connected to the filtered ventilation exhaust system.

Equipment process lines run up tc the equipment storage platform,

= where necessary gauges and valves are provided. Process hoses on

the equipment storage platform interface with the cask and the

process lines.
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5.0 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

The conceptual design of the cask maintenance area is described in

this section. The facilities n,_eded to perform the cask

' maintenance operations comply with Appe_dix B of the Generic

Requirements document (DOE, 1986a).

The conceptual design is based on the expected (and assumed)

frequency of cask maintenance j decontamination, and

reconfiguration operations discussed illSection 3.0. In addit'_on,

the cask maintenance area isdesigned to allow these operations to

be performed efficiently while minimizing operator exposures and

the potential spread of conta,._ination.

5.i G_enera]._A_rrar_3_e__nA

The cask maintenance area consists of the following four general

facilities:

o Malntenance/preparation stations

o Decontamination and reconfiguration facilities

o Maintenance shop
_

o Temporary cask storage area

The maintenance/preparation stations are designed to facilitate

nonroutine cask maintenance and some routine cask preparation

_- operations for shipment offs._te. The decontamination and

reconfiguration facilities are designed to facilitate

. (]) automated cask exterior decontamination, (2) cask irLner cavity

and internal component decontamination, and (3) cask

=- , reconfiguration. The maintenance shop supports cask and equipment

- maintenance operatl.o:ns.

&
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Figure 5--1 depicts the genera], layout of the cask maintenance

area. Figure 5--2 presents a more detailed arrangement of this

area, showing both the facilities and the equipment. Major

features of' the cask maintenance area are described below. The

four general facilities of the maintenance area are described in

the subsections that follow,

a

As illustrated in Figure 3-2, the cask maintenance area is located

at the end of the cask preparation area. This arrangement: alilows

casks to be transferred from the preparation area to the

maintenance area for performing nonroutine decontamination and

maintenance. Time-consuming nonroutlne operations are performed

off:line in the cask maintenance area so that the cask preparation

stations described in Subsection 4.2 tan be used for processing

additional casks. This increases the overall throughput rate of"

casks in the cask preparation area.

The 150-ton bridge crane described in Subsection 4.2 transfers

casks from the cask preparation area to the cask maintenance

area, The casks can be placed at either of the two cask

maintenance/preparation stations or, if neither of the stations is

available, at the tempe_ _ry cask storage area. As is the case in

the cask preparation area, there is enough space for

(]) transferring casks to locations in the cask maintenance area

(i.e., maintenance/preparation stations and tcmperary storage

area), (2) minimizing the height the cask is lifted, and

(3) avoiding lifting the cask over other casks.

As shown in Figure 5-2, there are two process lines for cask

maintenance, decontamination, and reconfiguration operations. On

the basis of preliminary time estimates, two process ].ines will

accommodate the expected frequency of casks requiring nonroutine

maintenance, decontamination, and maintenance, Each process line

has a transfer car, similar to those used in. the cask preparation

area, to move the cask between the maintenance/preparatlon

stations and the decontamination and reconfiguratlon facilILies.
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Cask decontamination support equipment (not shown in Figure 5-2),

including a tank, pump, and filter, is used to collect the process

liquid waste generated in the cask maintenance area, prior to

directing the waste to the repository radioactive waste treatment
w

facilities (described in SNL, 1987).

The four general facilities constituting the cask maintenance area

are described below.

5.2 Maintenance/Preparation Stations

The maintenance/preparation stations are similar to the stations

in the cask preparation area. There are two stations equipped

with cask transfer cars, elevating platforms, and a platform for

equipment storage and laydown. The cask transfer car and

elevating platform are of the same design as those in the cask

preparation area and serve similar purposes.

The following functions are performed at the maintenance/

preparation stations:

o Cask cavity flushing and sampling

o Nonroutine cask maintenance

o Decontamination and maintenance verification

o Cask preparation for shipment offsite

Cask-flushing equipment is provided to flush the cask cavity, to

fill the cavity for internal decontamination, to conduct

maintenance and reconflguratlon operations, and to purge the

cavity of any contaminated water. Equipment is also furnished for
k

sampling the levels of mobile contamination in the cask cavity.

Major cask-flushlng equipment is located under the equipment

storage platform. This equipment consists of supply and drain

lm
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hoses and pumps (if necessary). Other equipment, such as

penetration valve attachments, water sample bottles, and

radiological instruments for analyzing the water sample, is

located on the equipment storage platform.

Cask maintenance operations that can be performed at the stations

. are those described in Subsection 3.4.4, except replacement of

fuel baskets and fuel spacers. The flushing equipment described

above is also used to fill the cask with water to limit airborne

contamination and provide shielding for operators performing

manual maintenance in the decontamination and reconflguratlon

facilities, where the inner closure head is removed. These

maintenance operations may include replacement of the inner

closure head seal, fasteners and helicoils, and inner cavity

penetration valves.

Additional facilities, e.g., leak-testlng equipment and

radiological survey instruments, at the cask

malntenance/preparatlon stations permit decontamination and

maintenance verification and other cask preparations for shipment

offsite. The equipment and instruments are similar to those in

the cask preparation area, described in Subsection 4.2.

If extensive cask decontamination (interior or exterior) or

reconflguration of the cask internal components is needed, the

cask transfer car moves the cask through the ventilatlon barrier

doors and into the decontamination and reconfiguration

facilities. These facilities are described below.

5.3 Decontamination and Reconfiguratlon Facilltles

5.3.1 General

The decontamination and reconflguratlon facilities are used to

perform thorough cask exterior and interior decontamination and

cask reconflguratlon operations. There are two process lines with

cask transfer cars that move casks to various cells designed for
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specific operations. A transfer cart on a third process line

moves the fuel basket and inner closure head (with the fuel spacer

assembly attached) between cells.

Each cell has shield walls to reduce operator exposures and

ventilation barrier doors to prevent the spread of contamination.

Operating galleries permit personnel access around the

decontamination and reconfiguration facilities and have shielded

viewing stations to facilitate remote operation in certain cells.

There are personnel access doors for each cell.

The decontamination and reconflguration facilities comprise seven

specific areas designed to accommodate particular operations:

o Cask exterior decontamination cell

o Cask interior decontamination station

o Cask interior decontamination and spacer changeout area

o Spacer and basket removal cell

o Spacer and basket decontamination cell

o Spacer transfer station

o Basket and spacer storage cell

The conceptual design of each of these facilities and the

operations associated w_th them are described below.

5.3.2 Cask Exterior Decontamination Cell

The cask exterior deccntamlnation cell is used to perform a

thorough remote-automated decontamination of the cask surface.

Remote decontamination operations can also be performed in the

cell. The cell confines contamination during exterior

decontamination operations, and ventilation exhaust is directed

through filter's prldr to release.

The cell is located adjacent to the malntenance/prepar_tlon

stations so that casks that require only exterior decontamination

can be processed with minimal movement. Other casks that require
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exterior decontamination after Internal decontamination and

reconflguratlon operations can he decontaminated and then moved

directly to th_ maintenance/preparation station. This arrangement

facilitates efficient cask-handling operations. Ventilation

, barrier doors at each end of the cell allow casks to move to and

from the exterior decontamination cell.

A set of spray headers is used to decontaminate the cask exterior

surface. The headers are retractable to adjust for differences in

cask diameters. Each header is equipped with a system of

high-pressure spray nozzles. The spray header system is supplied

with steam, water, and chemical solutions. The pressure,

temperature, and mixture of the decontamination liquid are

adjustable to accommodate specific decontamination needs.

Remotely operated spray wands (not shown in Figure 5-2) are

provided at the viewing stations to allow operators to perform a

directional spraydown of specific areas of the cask.

The floor of the exterior decontamination (ell slopes toward a

sump, where contaminated liquid waste is collected. This liquid

is directed to the repository waste treatment system.

The cask exterior decontamination cell is also designed to

accommodate the removal of the inner closure head and fuel

basket. A hatch in the roof slab affords access to the spacer and

basket removal cell, located above the exterior decontamination

cell. The spacer and basket removal cell design and operations

are described in Subsection 5.3.5.

5.3.3 Cask Interior Decontamination Station

The station is designed so that cask interior decontamination

operations carl be performed from above, in the interior

, decontamination and spacer changeout area. A hatch in the roof of

the station permits access between the two areas. Ventilation

J barrier doors that allow cask movement in and out of the station
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separate the station from both the exterior decontamination cell

and the basket and spacer storage cell. To allow emplacement of

fuel baskets (if required), access is provided from the station

into the basket and spacer storage cell.

5.3.4 Cask Interior Decontamination and Spacer Changeout Area

o

The cask interior decontamination and spacer changeout area is

designed to facilitate extensive cask interior decontamination and

fuel spacer changeout operations. Since these operations are

performed manually, as described in Subsections 3.4.2.2 and 3.4.5,

respectively, operators occupy this 8rea during interior

decontamination and fuel spacer changeout operations.

Hatches in the floor slab permit access to each of the cask

interior decontamination stations, where the casks are

positioned. A portable railing around the hatch enhances safety

when the hatch is open.

Wet vacutm and slulcer equipment is supplied for each cask process

llne to perform the cask interior decontamination operations. A

manually operated, long-handled sluicer, equipped with a vacuum

attachment, is used to decontaminate the cask cavity. The slulcer

and vacuum are equipped with water and vacuum process lines,

respectively. _There is an equipment cabinet containing a vacuum

pump and necessary gauges, valves, and attachments. The

contaminated liquid collected by the vacuum during decontamination

is directed to the repository waste treatment sy_ ,.m.

The area is also designed to facilitate fuel spacer changeout. A

5-ton bridge crane in the ceil removes the inner closure head

(with fuel spacer attached), through the hatch that accesses the

spacer transfer station be±ow (described in Subsection 5.3.7). A

stand, similar to that described by Schmid (Appendix A-.I), is used N

to support the inner closure head for fuel spacer changeout.

After the fuel spacers hav_ been removed from the closure head and

decontaminated, they are stored in a storage area. Because truck
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cask fuel spacers are changed more frequently than rall cask fuel

spacers, the interior decontamination and space changeout area has

a truck cask spacer storage area. Storage space is available for

an assumed number of 40 truck spacers (assemblies) of about 2 ft

in diameter. Because of their larger size, rall cask fuel spacers

are stored in the basket and spacer storage area described in

. Subsection 5.3.8. The 5-ton crane transfers the tall spacers to

and from the spacer transfer and inspection station for storage

and retrieval, respectively. There is a storage area for the

tools necessary for fuel spacer changeout operations.

In addition to interior decontamination and reconfiguration, the

facility has the capability of replacing inner closure head seals

if the operation cannot be performed at the maintenance/

preparation stations, previously described. The inner closure

head stand used for fuel spacer changeout can also accommodate

seal replacement.

5.3.5 Spacer and Basket Removal Cell

The spacer and basket removal cell is designed to be capable of

remotely removing the inner closure head (with the fuel spacer

attached to it) and fuel basket from either of the cask exterior

decontamination cells and transferring them to the spacer and

basket decontamination cell (described in Subsection 5.3.6).

Because of the high radiation and contamination levels associated

with baskets and spacers, this cell is designed as a contained

area, equipped with a filtered ventilation exhaust to prevent the

spread of contamination and shield walls to reduce operator

exposure.

A 5-ton bridge crane handles both the inner closure head and fuel

basket. The crane is operated remotely from either of the viewing

stations in the operating galleries at each end of the cell. Two
i

hatches permit access to the casks in the cask exterior

decontamination cells located below. A CCTV enables the operator

to view crane operations through hatches when removing the
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components from the cask. Another hatch in the middle of the cell

floor is employed to transfer the inner closure head and fuel

basket to the spacer and basket decontamination station located

belowp as described in the subsection that follows.

t

There is sufficient laydown area in the spacer and basket removal

cell for the necessary lifting fixtures as well as the inner

closure head, if required.

5.3.6 Spacer and Basket Decontamination Cell

The spacer and basket decontamination cell is designed to

facilitate remote-automated and remote methods for decontaminating

fuel spacers (attached to the ilmer closure head) and fuel

baskets. As recommended by TN (1988), the spacer and basket

decontamination cell is enclosed and separated from the cask

cleaning areas. The facility design and the equipment furnished

in the cell are the same as those used for the cask exterior

decontamination cell.

The decontamination cell receives inner closure heads and fuel

baskets from the spacer and basket removal cell through the hatch

in the cell ceiling. A transfer car, designed to accommodate

inner closure heads and fuel baskets, supports the components

during decontamination and transfers them out of the cell for

further processing. A roll-up ventilation barrier door separates

the cell from the spacer transfer station.

5.3.7 Spacer Transfer Station

The spauer transfer station is designed to allow the

decontaminated inner closure head and fuel spacer to be

transferred into the interior decontamination area located above.

The station also permits remote visual inspection of fuel baskets

and spacers, if necessary, as recommended by TN (1988). Although

the potential for contamination and radiation levels are

relatively low in this area, the station is designed as a
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contained area and is equipped with filtered ventilation and

shield walls. Even after decontamination of the fuel basket, the

expected levels of contamination warrant the use of filtered

ventilation and shielding of the station. Roll-up ventilation

• barrier doors at each end of the station allow the transfer car

and its cargo to interface with both (i) the spacer and basket

• decontamination cell and (2) the basket and spacer storage area.

In addition to the viewing windows located on each side of the

station, there is a remotely operated CCTV system in the station

to allow visual inspection of fuel baskets (as recommended by TN

[1988]). After visual inspection, baskets are transferred to the

basket and spacer storage cell for storage.

The station also allows rail cask spacers to be transferred

between the internal decontamination and spacer changeout area and

the basket and spacer storage cell.

5.3.8 B_sket and Spacer StoraRe Cell

The basket and spacer storage cell permits the storage of fuel

baskets (for both truck and rail casks) and rail cask fuel

spacers, and facilitates remote emplacement of baskets in casks.

Because of the levels of contamination on decontaminated fuel

baskets (up to 1,000,000 dpm/lO0 cm2 [NAC, 1988]), the storage

area design provides contair_ent, filtered ventilation, and

shielding.

A remotely operated, 5-ton bridge crane is used for handling the

fuel baskets and spacers. The crane is operated from the viewing

stations ill the operating galleries, at each end of the area (both

upper and lower floors). The cask cavity can be observed from

windows in these stations and via the CCTV mounted on the crane.

I

If casks require a fuel basket, the cask transfer car is moved

from the interior decontamination station to the basket

emplacement station in the basket and spacer storage cell.
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A ventilation barrier door connects the storage area with the

spacer transfer and inspection station,

The cell is designed to store an,assumed number of 6 truck cask

baskets (approximately 2 ft diameter), 4 rail-cask baskets

(approximately 5 ft diameter), and 20 rail-cask spacer

assemblies. Equal numbers of PWR and BWR fuel baskets can be

furnished.

5.4 Ma__tr,tenance Shod

The maintenance shop supports the cask and equipment maintenance

operations. It is sized to accommodate the storage of cask

replacement parts, a work area, and support offices.

Certified cask replacement parts, such as closure head O-rlng

seals, valves and valve components, fasteners, hellcoils, and

other hardware, are stored in the shop. Replacement parts are

supplied for the cask types addressed in Subsection 2.2.

The shop contains a work area equipped with tools, work benches,

decontamination equipment, and calibration instruments. There is

an electropolishing tub for the decontamination of tools and

parts. Calibration instruments are furnished for equipment and

tools used for both the cask preparation area and the cask

maintenance area.

The shop also contains a QA office for cask maintenance

documentation and a health physics office.

5.5 Temporary__Ca_9_s_StoraKeArea

The temporary cask storage area is used when the maintenance/

preparation stations are occupied or a transfer car in the cask

preparation area is not readily available. The temporary storage

area is sized for the storage of 4 casks (either rail or truck).
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6,0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6 1 Study Resu!ts

This study discusses the design requirements and performance

criteria in DOE (1986a) and other documents pertaining to cask

decontamination and maintenance, specifically in the areas ofe

contamination control, replacement of removable cask components,

and storage of interchangeable cask components. Conceptual designs

of the cask preparation area and cask maintenance area are

developed to comply with these requirements. It is recommended

that these concepts be c<nsidered in further stages of design of

the repository receiving facilities.

An in-depth analysis of cask-processing operations has been

performed in this study to identify cask decontamination and

maintenance tasks required at the repository. The analysis

provides a basis for the conceptual, design of facilities necessary

to accommodate the tasks, A summary of the cask processing

operations and associated facilities is shown in Figure 6-I,

Various cask-processing operations are identified in this study

that have not been considered in detail in previous conceptual

designs, including quantification of cask internal residual

contamination, cask containment leak testing, and internal

decontamination. It is recommended that the cask-processing

operations identified in Section 3.0 of this report be addressed

further in future repository design studies.

The cask preparation area and cask maintenance area described in

this study are designed using a modular approach so that the

concepts may be incorporated into the design of other cask-handling

facilities (e.g., the MRS). They are also designed to be easily

modified as the repository responsibilities for cask maintenance,

internal decontamination, and reconfiguration operations are

further defined.
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Even if the Federal Waste Management System (_MS) includes a cask

maintenance facility (CMF), it is recommended that cask

reconfiguratlon operations for fuel spacer changeout be performed

at the repository. This maximizes cask availability and reduces

the number of casks that have to be _ent to the CMF.

Reconfiguration requirements of the FWMS facilities are

recommended for further study.

6.2 Areas for Further Study

• Because of the lack of design information for casks being

developed for use in the FWMS, _he cask-processing operations

identified in this report are based on an assumed cask system

design. As new casks are developed, the cask-processing

operations and associated repository design should be updated for

applicability to the specific cask designs°

A review of requirement documents for the various facilitY!es in

the FWMS (DOE, 1986a; Attaway, 1988; Shappert, 1988) indicates

that requirements for cask reconfiguration at each of the

facilities are not clearly specified. Reconfiguration

requirements will depend on a variety of factors, such as cask

fleet size and transportation scheduling. The requirements for

cask reconfiguration at the repository are recommended for further

study.

As discussed in Subsections 2.3.5 and 3.4.2, the limits for

interior contamination in unloaded casks for shipment offsite

stated in DOE (1986a) may be impracticable or unattainable. The

acceptable levels of interior contamination of unloaded casks

specified in transportation system requirements documents

° " (Shappert, 1988; Attaway, 1988) are less stringent. The

requirements for internal contamination should be studied further

" and, for the sake of consistency, revised in the relevant

requirements documents.
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The cask interior decontamination operations developed in this

_tudy are based on various assumptions, including the expected

levels of cont,'mination, the acceptable levels of contamination,

and the estimated frequency and effectiveness of cask internal

• decontamination, lt is reconm_ended that the buildup of

contamination in cask interiors be studied further to better

. identify associated decontamination requirements.

The conceptual design of the cask preparation area developed in

this report is based on the use of robotic methods for performing

preparation operations on loaded casks. Tha feasibility of

robotic operations and the ability to reduce operator exposures

should be addressed in future studies. Comparisons of manual,

remote, and remote-automated (robotic) methods should be

considered in the areas of cost, operability, maintainability, and

occupational exposures.

Dry cask unloading and maintenance operations, similar to those

proposed at the repository, are used at COGEMA's La Hague Plant

(Blomeke, 1988). Published information pertaining to design and

operation details is limited. Therefore, a tour of the La Hague

facilities should be made to observe operations and design details

to facilitate the development of the repository design.

.

&
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Appendix A-I

Personal Communication

General Electric Morris Operations

Fromz Douglas J, Hartman To: Steve Schmid

Of: Bechtel National, Inc. Ofz _ Gsneral Electric
At: San Francisco, CA At: Morris, IL

t

Date: Various times between January 18, 1988 and March 2, 1989

D. Hartman and S. Schmid discussed the handllng and processinz of spent

fuel transportation casks at General Electric's Morris Operations

(GE-Morris). The facility receives spent fuel shlpments mainly via rall

using IF-300 transportation casks; several shipments by truck utilizing

NLI 1/2, NAC-I, IF-100, and IF-200 transportation cask have also been

received. The facility is designed for cask-unloading operations

directly adjacent to the spent fuel storage pool.

A health physics survey of the shipment, consisting of radiation and

contamination measurements, is performed prior to unloading the cask from

the carrier (railcar or truck trailer). Schmid stated that approximately

40 contamination swipes are taken from the exterior surface of the IF-300

cask and about 10 swipes are needed for a contamination survey of the

carrier. It takes two operators from 30 to 40 mln to perform the

contamination swipes of the incoming shipment. An average of 90 mln is

required to count the swipes and obtain the results. According to

Schmid, approximately I0 out of 120 loaded casks received at the facility

have exceeded the limits of 49 CFR 173.443(a) for removable surface

contamination (22 dpm/cm 2 beta-gamma, 2.2 dpm/cm 2 alpha), and on one

occasion, a cask exceeded the limits of 49 CFR 173.443(b) (220 dpm/cm 2

beta-gamma, 22 dpm/cm 2 alpha).

After the cask has been unloaded from the carrier, its exterior surface

• is routinely washed and decontaminated, if required. Dirt or oils on the

cask tend to make subsequent decontamination more difficult. The IF-300

rall casks received at GE-Morris frequently have significant amounts of"

diesel oils on their exterior surface from locomotive exhaust. A

solution of trisodlum phosphate and hot water is typically used for the

wash and de(:ontamlnation of the exterior surface of the cask.
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The IF-300 cask cavity is filled with deionized water. A sample of the

water is obtained for analysis to determine the general condition of the

spent fuel, as well as the "mobile" radioactive contamination buildup in

the cavity. A gamma scan of the water in the sample bottle is performed

to determine the isotopic concentration of the sample. Schmid provided J

values of the cavity water sample that he felt were representative of

what is usually experienced for the IF-300 cask. These values are as

follows:

o Initial water sample reads 16,000 dpm/ml of Co-60. After the

cavity has been flushed for 30 min, the concentration is reduced

to 1,800 dpm/ml of Co-60.

o Concentration of cesium is typically in the range of

10-3 _Ci/ml. The facility license limit for fuel unloading
-i

is i0 _Ci/ml.

Subsequent to obtaining the water sample, the IF-300 cask cavity is

flushed with the delonized water at a flow rate of 30 gpm for about

1/2 hrp corresponding to approximately one volume of the cask cavity.

The flush solution and cavity cover gas are directed through the facility

drain lines to the spent fuel storage pool line filter. According to

Schmid, because of the buildup of crud in the cask drain hoses, the hoses

require replacement about once a year to reduce operational radiation

exposures.

For the NLI 1/2 transportation casks, the pressure of the volume between

the inner and outer closure heads (outer cavity) is routinely checked

prior to removing the outer closure head. Sampling of the primary

containment (inner cavity) of the NLI 1/2 is similar to sampling of the

IF-300.

After the primary containment has been sampled and flushed, the closure

head bolts are loosened and most of them removed. The remaining bolts

are removed prior to submerging the head of the cask in the fuel pool.

Because of the spring-loaded design of the closure head Graylock 0-ring

seal, the bolts on the IF-300 cask head are loosened sequentially.
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Schmid indicated that it takes two operators from i to 3 hr to loosen and

remove the 32 bolts (using air wrenches) on the IF-300 cask closure head.

Once the cask has been placed at the bottom of the fuel pool, the closure

head is lifted off the cask and removed from the pool, and remains
4

suspended from the crane. The closure head seal is visually inspected

for damage or wear and tear. Schmid stated that the closure head seal on

the IF-300 cask is replaced every 5 shipments (or 10 closures). The

T-section 0-rlng seal is held in place to the closure head by three

retaining clips and set screws. Schmid noted that it takes two operators

approximately 30 mln to replace the seal.

After fuel unloading, the cask cavity and closure head seal surfaces are

visually inspected using an underwater camera. The cask is removed from

the storage pool, and the cavity is drained upon completing the visual

inspection of the cask cavity. Before the closure head is reemplaced on

the IF-300 cask, the cavity is surveyed to determine the radioactive

_ontent of residual contamination buildup for the shipping manifest. The

inner closure head on the NLI 1/2 needs to be reemplaced to drain and

purge the inner cavity of any free-standing water. The closure is

removed to survey the inner cavity. Schmid said that a combination of a

contamination swipe and direct radlatlon measurements is used to

calculate the radioactive content of the unloaded cavity.

A swipe is obtained from the fuel basket, near the head of the cask, and

analyzed to determine the isotopic distribution of the radioactivity in

the cavity. Although the surface is damp during the swipe, the swipe,

according to Schmid, is used strictly for qualitative purposes, thus not

affecting the results of the calculated gross activity in the unloaded

cask. Direct radiation measurement of the cask cavity is subsequently

obtained. Schmid pointed out that for the IF-300 cask, typical radiation

levels run on the order of 40 R/hr at the top opening of the cask and up

to 100 R/ht near the bottom of the basket.

b

Schmid indicated that the calculated gross activity levels in an unloaded

IF-300 cask cavity are on the order of 7 Ci, consisting mostly of Co-60,

Ni-63, and Fe-55. The average activity levels correspond to Type A
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quantities as defined in 49 CFR 173.431. Thus, Ae unloaded casks are

shipped as Type A packages of radioactive materials. Schmid said that he

has never run across unloaded casks containing Type B quantities of

radioactivity.

e,

After the radiation measurements of the cask cavity have been taken, the

closure head is reemplaced and the bolts are torqued. Schmid stated that

the cask cavity is not routinely flushed after fuel u_loading. The cask

cavity of the IF-300 is purged to remove any standing water and then

filled with helium for leak testing. Each cavity penetration valve a,d

the closure lid seals are leak-tested. A thermostatic conductivity

sniffer probe is utilized for detecting helium leakage through the valves

or closure head seals. Schmid noted that the residual water typically in

the cask cavity after draining and purging does not significantly affect

the sensitivity of the leak test. He added that each penetration valve

seal requires about 15 min for leak testing, as opposed to around 30 min

for the closure head seal.

Even though leak testing is not required by the regulatory agencies for

Type A packages; Schmid noted that it is routinely performed on IF-300

casks because if any faulty seals are detected, the facilities and spare

parts are readily available on site. He added that the helium leak test

is tedious and takes more time than the pressure tests required on other

cask types. He suggested that routine leak tests be made simple and as

easy to interpret ae possible.
z

Before the cask is loaded on the carrier_ the exterior surface of the
c

cask is decontaminated to one half the DOT limits specified in

49 CFR 173.443(a) for shipment offsite. Because of the complex geometry

of the exterior of the IF-300 cask, the decontamination operations

include the use of spray wands (supplied with high-pressure steam or

decontamination solution) and manual scrubbing. ScPmlld stated that more

than i0 hr is spent decontaminating the exterior of the IF-300 prior to

shipment offslte.

During annual (or internal) maintenance or cask reconfiguratlon, the

IF-300 cask is placed in the spent fuel pool to acconunodate the removal

m
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of the fuel basket, Schmid said that it takes approxlmately 1-1/2 hr to

remove the fuel basket, An underwater vacuum is used to remove loose

contaminants from the fuel basket and cask cavity.

On IF.-300 casks, fuel spacers, provided for each fuel channel of the fuel

basket, are attached to a mounting plate that bolts to the underside of

the closure head. The fuel spacer "assembly" is reemplaced by placinge

and mounting the closure heBd on a stand that is designed to fllp the

closure head upside down. The bolts that hold the spacer assembly are

removed, and a crane llfts the spacer assembly from the closure head.

Bottom spacer configuration for the IF.-300 requires that the individual
J

spacers be lowered into each fuel channe_ _.,d rest on the bottom of the

cask backer. Schmid stated that the spacer_ will occasionally migrate up

the fuel channel during transport of an unloaded cask. After the cask

h&s been upended, the spacers may not repositlon themselves at the bottom

sf the basket, in which case manual].y repositloning of the fuel spacers

is required.

Annual maintenance and te_ting of the IF-300 include leak testing of the

closure lid and pene._tation valves. The leak-testlng procedure for the

closure lld seal is similar to that performed routinely for shipment of

q _e cask offsite, except that the sensitivity of the test is

significantly enhanced. Penetration valve testing requires removal of

the valve, as is the case with the cavity pressure relief device. The

device on the IF--300 cask needs to be tested annually. This testing

involves the removal of the valve from the cask, which is a 1 hr

operation. Addlt_onal annual ma lntcns_'e includes neutron shield fluid

. testing, trunnion load testing, and cask support plate testing.

=
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Appendix A-2

Personal Communication

Babcock and Wilcox - L_chburg Research Center

From: Douglas J. Har tman To: Steve Schilthelm

Of: Bechtel National, lhC. 0fz Babcock and Wilcox "

At! San Francisco, CA At: Lynchburg, VA

Date: Various times between February 24, 1988 and March 2, 1989

D. Hartman and S, Schilthelm discussed handling and processing of spent

fuel transportation casks at Babcock and Wilcox's Lynchburg Research

Center (LRC). Spent fuc_ is shipped to LRC in the NLI 1/2 truck

transport cask. On occasion, the NFS-4 (NAC-l) truck cask has been

utilized for the shipment of spent fuel to the facility.

The LRC facility is designed for cask unloading in a spent fuel pool.

The cask-handllng facilities at LRC consist of a shipping and receiving

bay, a cask preparation area, and a spent fuel unloading/storage pool. A

ventilation barrier separates the cask preparation area from the shipping

and receiving bay. Because of the limitation on the depth of the pool, a

hot cell is located over part of the pool to accommodate the removal of'

spent fuel from the cask.

Most spent fuel shipments received at LRC are in the form of rods, as

opposed to intact assemblies. Special baskets (or tubes) are provided

for the NLI 1/2 cask to accommodate the fuel rods. Each basket has a

capacity of approximately a dozen rods. The entire basket is lifted from

the laask into the hot cell for unloading the fuel rods.

A health physics survey of the incoming shipment, consisting of radiation

and contamination measurements, is performed prior to unloading the cask

from the carrier. Routinely, 50 contamination swipes of the NLI 1/2 cask

exterior and 12 of the trailer are obtained. In addition, about a half

dozen swipes of the impact limiters are obtained after the latter are

removed from the cask. According to Schilthelm, this is done because the

lim_ters are stored in the shipping and receiving bay (a noncontamination

area). Schilthelm stated that nearly all of the shipn,ents received at

I,RC have met the regulatory limits for removable surface contamination.

Decontamination of the exterior surface of casks l'eceived at LRG is ra_e.
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Cask preparations for unloading fuel from the NLI 1/2 begin with checking

the pressure in the volume between the inner and outer closure heads

(outer cavity). This pressure check is performed co verify that the

inner closure head seal integrity was maintained during transport. The

. outer closure head is removed after the pressure check. Schilthelm said

that 15 to 20 min are required to unbolt, remove, and store the outer

• closure,

Removal of the NLI 1/2 outer closure head provides access to the inner

cavity penetration valves for performing a pressure check and for

sampling the primary containment (Iruler cavity). Swipes of the cask

outer cavity are obtained prior to these operations. Schilthelm stated

that the outer cavity is typically free of removable contamination.

Two methods have been used for sampling the inner cavity at LRC. In the

first (and more common) method of inner cavity sampling, the cavity is

purged with delonized water and a sample of the water obtained. The

water sample is analyzed for gamma emitters. Schilthelm indicated that

there are no facility limits of radioactive concentrations found in the

samples for fuel unloading. Since the fuel pool contains so much failed

fuel, there is little concern about the results of the water sample

analysis. Schilthelm added that significant amounts of Kt-85, diluted in

the water sample, have occasionally been detected.

In the second method of inner cavity sampling, a sample of the cover gas

is obtained. This method involves purging the cavity with deionized

water and securing a sample of the displaced gas for analysis.

Approximately 1/2 hr is required for obtaining and analyzing the gas

sample. Schilthelm pointed out that this method is used only if required

by the client.

After the cask inner cavity has been sampled, the %nner closure head

bolts are loosened and all but a few removed. The remaining bolts are

removed before the cask head is submerged in the pool. Schilthelm stated.

that the cask exterior surface is sprayed down with delonlzed water as it

is lowered into the pool. The "film" of delonlzed water has proved to be

effective in reducing the amount of pool water contamination that is

attracted to the cask surface during fuel unloading.
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Once the cask has been placed in the fuel pool, the im_er closure head is

removed from the cask and taken out of the pool for visual inspection.

Fuel-unloading operations are subsequently performed. According to

Schilthelm, the inner closure head seal sorfaces are visually inspected

while the cask is being removed from the pool.

As the cask is removed from the pool, the exterior surface is sprayed '

with delonized water and then hand-wlped dry. Schilthelm said that since

LRC's fuel pool is relatively clean, wiping down the cask exterior

surface usually decontaminates the surface enough so that it meets DOT

: standards. He added that the levels of cask exterior surface

contamination are kept down to about i0 dpm/cm 2 (beta-gamma) for

shipment offsite.

After the cask has been removed from the pool, the inner closure head is

reemplaced and the inner cavity is purged to remove free-standing water.

Schilthelm stated that the inner cavity of the unloaded cask is not

routinely flushed. He added that some facilities to which the casks were

to be returned did require cavity flushing at LRC prior to shipment

offsite. The inner closure head is removed after purging to quantify the

radioactive content of the unloaded cask cavity for the shipping

manifest. Schilthelm indicated that a combination of a swipe and direct
-

radiation measurements is used to quantify the radioactive content of

contamination buildup in the cask cavity.

A swipe of the inner cavity surface, near the top end of the cask, is

obtained. Schilthelm stated that the efficiency of the swipe is

typically low because the contamination forms an oxide layer that makes

it difficult to remove. Because inner cavity swipes at LRC have

sometimes produced radi8tion levels on the order of 1 mR/br, Schilthelm

warned that care should be taken not to apply too much pressure when

swiping the cavity. Unless the shipment contained failed fuel upon- t

receipt at LRC, the swipe is analyzed only for gamma emitters. The
=
_

- predominant peaks of the gamma scan identify the isotopic content. .

=

= After swiping, a direct radiation measurement is taken of the inner

cavity. Radiation levels at the top opening of the NLI i/2, with the

closures removes, are on tNe oraer o_ I E/Nr. "l'Neresults oi the swipe
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and radiation measurements are used to calculate the isotopic and gross

activity levels. Schilthelm stated that calculated gross activity levels

of unloaded NLI 1/2 casks typically average from i00 mCi to 500 mCi.

These levels, resulting mostly from Co-60 and cesium, correspond to

. Type A quantities.

° According to Schilthelm, the cask Certificate of Compliance (CoC)

requirements for leak testing do not need to be met if the cask

radioactive content does not exceed that of Type A quantities. He added

: that he has not come across any unloaded casks at LRC that have had

residual contamination buildup exceeding Type A quantities of

radioactivity.

Routine cask maintenance at LRC is limited to visual inspection of the

cask components for wear and tear. Inner closure O-ring seals have been

replaced at the facility, the operation taking 15 to 20 min.

Schilthelm stated that fuel baskets have been removed from the cask

cavity in the cask preparation area at LRC. The baskets typically
_

produce radiation levels on the order of 50-60 mR/ht at 1 m. lie added

that, upon removal, the baskets are covered with plastic before they have

a chance to dry. This is done in order to avoid airborne co,J, tamination

problems.
4

r.

=

:11

=

_

=

_

_

-i

=
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Appendix A-3

Personal Communication

Savannah River Plant - Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuel

From: Douglas J. Hartman To: Joseph Stapf

Of: Bechtel National, Inc. Of: Westinghouse Savannah River Co. °

At: San Francisco, CA At: Aiken, S.C.

Date: Various times between January 14, 1988 and April 3, 1989

D. Hartman and J. Stapf discussed the handling and processing of spent

fuel transportation casks at the Savannah River Plant's Receiving Basin

for Offsite Fuel (SRP-RBOF). Spent fuel has been received at the

facility in a wide variety of casks including the NLI 1/2 and NFS-4

(NAC-l) truck transportation casks. The facility currently receives only

spent fuel from research reactors, the majority of which comes from

overseas. The facility is designed for cask unloading in a spent fuel

unloadlng/storage pool.

A contamination survey of the exterior surface of casks received at the

facility consists of 20 to 30 swipes. Stapf said that the number of

swipes taken may vary considerably, depending on the cask type. He

stated that it takes from 1 to 1-1/2 hr to obtain, count, and record the

results of the swipes. Significant levels of contamination on the

exterior surfaces of the casks received at the facility are infrequent.

Nearly all the shipments received at the facility have met the regulatory

2
contamination limits of 49 CFR 173.443(b) (220 dpm/cm for beta-gamma

emitters and 22 dpm/cm 2 for alpha emitters). Thus, decontamination of

the cask exterior prior to fuel unloading is seldom performed. Stapf

added that experience at the facility with "weeping" of contamination

from the cask surface has been limited to localized areas of the cask.

Higher levels of contamination are generally found on weld seams and

valve ports.

Cask preparations for unloading fuel from the NLI 1/2 begin with

routinely venting the outer cavity to the facl]ity offgas system_ Next,

the outer closure head captive bolts are loosened and removed. Removal

of the bolts takes about 15 min. The outer closure is removed, and
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preparations are made for sampling the primary containment (inner

cavity). Prior to sampling the inner cavity, the top surface of the

iruler closure head is surveyed for contamination. (Generally, the

surveys indicate the contamination level to be low. Stapf stated that

. instances have occurred where the levels of contamination were higher

than the operators would llke to see. The high levels were attributed to

. poor decontamination methods at the cask loading facility.) Next, covers

and extensions of the i,hner cavity penetration valves on the inner

closure head are removed. The inner cavity cover gas is routinely vented

through the penetration valves to the facility offgas system. Ac_cessing

the valves and venting the cavity takes from 20 to 30 mln.

Stapf indicated that sampling of the inner cavity is performed by filling

the cavity with delonlzed water, allowing it to sit for 10 to 15 mln, and

obtaining a I00 to 150 ml sample of the water. He added that it takes

approximately 45 mln to fill the inner cavity of an NLI 1/2. About a

1 ml portion of the water sample is placed on a metal planchet and dried

on a hot plate. The dried sample is analyzed for both beta-gamma

emitters and alpha emitters. Approximately 45 mln is required to obtain

and analyze the water sample. The limits for placing the cask into the

pool for unloading are dependent on a combination of the activity of the

water sample, the volume of the cask cavity, and the condition of the

fuel pool.

Inner closure head bolts are subsequently loosened and all but a few

removed. The remaining bolts are removed before the cask head is

submerged in the pool. Once the cask has been placed in the fuel pool,

the inner closure head is removed and placed on the floor of the pool.

Stapf stated that a manual hoist is used for removing the fuel assemblies

from the cask. After fuel unloading, the inner closure head is

reemplaced on the cask, which is subsequently removed from the pool,

drained of basin water, and placed in the cask preparations area.

. Preparation of the un]oaded cask for shipment offsite includes purging

the inner cavity with air to remove any free-standlng water and

performing any leak tests required by the SARP. Typically, the inner

cavity and basket are not decontaminated unless prior arrangements have



been made for a specific shipment. The facility was not provided with

the capability to use more aggressive decontamination solutions and

remote decontamination techniques required to remove heavy contamination

from a severe fuel cladding failure or residue from a highly contaminated

loading basin.

Prior to shipment offsite, the cask exterior is decontaminated with a

steam lance. The lance is supplied with both steam and deionized water

where the mixture of the two can be adjusted. The temperature and

pressure are also adjustable. Clayton Cleaner, a mildly caustic soap, is

usually added to the water to facilitate cleaning action.

For one unique program, Stapf stated that steam lance decontamination of

the cask cavity and fuel basket has been performed at SRP-RBOF. The cask

is placed in the decontamination pit of the cask preparations area, and

the fuel basket is raised out of the cask using an overhead crane. The

basket is decontaminated manually with a steam lance to levels of

approximately 1,000 to 10,000 dpm/100 cm2 beta-gamma. The cask cavity

is decontaminated by the same method to levels of about i0,000 to 12,000
2

dpm/100 cm . Stapf stated that it takes two operators approximately 8

hr to perform the decontamination operations. Approximately half the

time involves decontamination operations and half for allowing the

surfaces to dry, to swipe, and to analyze the swipes. The starting level

of contamination is estimated to be about 2x the level at completion of

the cleaning operation.

On one occasion an empty cask, previously retired from service, was

received at SRP with a significantly contaminated cavity.

Decontamination of this cask was a major effort, requiring strong

chemicals in a shielded Canyon cell normally used to remotely

decontaminate reprocessing equipment. This decontamination cell is not a

part of the RBOF facility and therefore was not designed to easily
i

accommodate shipping casks for decontamination.
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Appendix A-4

Personal Communication

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory - Test Area North

From: Douglas J. Hartman To: Carlan Mullen

Of: Bechtel National, Inc. Of: EG&G Idaho

At: San Francisco, CA At: Idaho Falls, ID

Date: Various times between February ii, 1988 and March 6, 1989

D. Hartman and C. Mullen discussed spent fuel transportation cask

handling and spent fuel unloading performed at the Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory (INEL) Test Area North (TAN) Hot Cell Facility

The TAN Hot Shop (Cell) Facility is a large (50 ft x 170 ft x 75 ft)

concrete-shielded negative-pressure air atmosphere hot cell equipped with

remote electromechanical handling equipment capable of handling spent

fuel shipping and dry fuel storage casks up to i00 tons. Numerous

remotely operated manipulators and hot cell support systems and

capabilities are available to accommodate air transfer of spent fuel

assemblies and large or small radioactive components. A smaller

(i0 ft x 30 ft) hot cell is located adjacent to the Hot Shop for

performing remotely detail examination and testing on radioactive

materials.

The Hot Shop Facility has received, handled, and unloaded/loaded numerous

: shielded transport casks. A partial list of casks received or handled at

the facility, along with the approximate number of unloadings or

loadings, is given below.

Number of

Cask Name Ty._e Logd_._
_

NL-1 (single fuel assembly) Road 5
_

CNS-128 (waste liner TMI Road 48

, EPICOR)

TN-8L (3 fuel assemblies) Road 30

TMI NUPACT-]25-B (7 canisters) Rall to date 37

= remaining 23
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Number of

Cask Name T_y_e Load!n&_.

CNS Castor V-21 (21 fuel Onslte only 1

assemblies, dry storage)

TN-24 (24 fuel assemblies, dry Onslte only 1

storage)

Westinghouse MC-10 (24 fuel Onsite only 1

assemblies, dry storage)

FMIRC (LOFT single assembly, Onslte only ii

fresh fuel)

Numerous INEL onsite only

casks for transport of fuel
and radloactlve wastes Road/rail i00

, plus

TN-BRP West Valley (42 BWR Rall sc_heduled Oct. '89

fuel assemblies, transport/dry

storage)

TN-REG West Valley (24 PWR Rall scheduled Oct. '89

fuel assemblies, transport/dry

storage)

The major spent fuel shipping campaign associated with the TAN Hot Shop

Facility used a trailer-mounted, over-the-road overweight (40-ton),

three-fuel assembly TN-8L transport cask. This cask was leased from

Transnuclear Inc. and was transported under contract with TRI-State

Carrier. Three separate shipping campaigns were conducted sequentially

using the TN-.SL cask. A total of 69 PWR fuel assemblies from Virginia

Power Company's Surry Plant; 17 PWR Turkey Point fuel assemblies from the

Engine Maintenance, Assembly, and Disassembly (E-MAD) Nevada Test Site

Facility; and three partially disassembled PWR luel assemblies from the

Battelle Col[_bus, Ohio, facility were received, unloaded, and placed in

dry spent fuel storage casks.

As part of this storage cask testing project, three approximately lO0-ton

spent fuel storage casks were received at the TAN Hot Shop, offloaded

from their transport carrier support frames, and prepared for fuel

loading. After the casks had been loaded with spent fuel, each cask was

prepared for temporary storage and then moved to a cask test pad adjacent

to the Hot Shop by a special designed cask transporter.
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The TMI core debris currently being transported to the INEL for temporary

storage and examination has also been a major shipping, cask, and fuel

canister handling experience for the TAN Hot Shop Facility. As the table

above indicates, nearly I00 shipping casks will be unloaded and

400 canisters containing fuel debris will be handled and placed in

temporary storage.

As the TN-SL shipping casks were received at the facility, a receiving

survey was performed which consisted of reviewing the shipping papers,

performing a radiological survey, and inspecting the cask and trailer per

a Transnuclear receiving inspection checklist. This inspection generally

took approximately 2 hr. On one occasion, however, during the TMI EPICOR

resin waste shipping campaign, a CNS-128 waste liner shipping cask and

transport trailer arrived at the facility significantly covered (i to 2

in.) with ice and road dirt, The ice was removed by applying a Jet of

warm water with a high-pressure spray washer to melt the ice. This

operation took approximately 4 hr, and no radiological problems

resulted. All other shipments have been received and unloaded at the

facility without significant unloading delays.

The TN-8L spent fuel casks used to transport the Surry Power Plant fuel

have been loaded with spent fuel under water at the power plant's fuel

storage pool. In this arrangement, an inflatable shroud prevents most of

the outer surface area of the cask from coming in direct contact with

contaminated water in the storage pool. However, certain portions of the

cask, such as the top and bottom of the cask and the lifting and rotation

trum_ions, do come in contact with contaminated pool water. At the Hot

Shop, ali cask handling and fuel unloading is conducted in air, with the

outer surfaces of the cask covered with a plastic sheet to protect them

from airborne radioactive contamination.

On a few occasions, the casks, when surveyed at the Hot Shop during

initial receiving, were found to be slightly contaminated above the

allowable shipping limits. This contamination was detected near the

lifting and rotating trunnions located at tl_e upper and lower portions of

the cask. These areas were not protected by the inflatable shroud used

when the cask was loaded in the reactor spent fuel storage pool.
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The lubricant placed on the trunnions for unloading the cask from the

carrier tended to attract contamination and probably came from surface

Joints near the cask body and trunnion interface. The variation of

temperature and humidity level between the Surry Power Plant and the INEL

may account for the sweating of this contamination from the Joints. No

contamination problems occurred during the fuel transport from the the

E-MAD Nevada Facility, probably because both fuel loading and unloading

were performed in air and temperature and humia!ty '<4eresimilar at both

facilities. The TN-8L casks that were shipped back to Surry were

decontaminated and shipped at one half of the allowable contamination

transport level from the INEL to provide a safety factor. Health physics

persomlel from Surry and the INEL were sent to each other's facility to

witness radiological techniques in an attempt to eliminate contamination

problems. During the shipping campaigns, those casks found to exceed the

shipping contamination levels were not decontaminated prior to unloading

in the Hot Shop because the levels were low and would not contribute to

existing Hot Shop contamination levels.

Prior to the cask fuel unloading, the casks were covered with a plastic

sheeting to prevent them from being contaminated during the air transfer

of the fuel assemblies to the dry spent fuel storage casks. Because of

the surface temperature of the shipping cask, standard poly sheeting

could be used. However, surface temperatures of t:hestorage casks

required the use of teflon sheeting to prevent melting as well as

contamination.

The TN-8L cask unloading followed standard procedures provided by

Transnuclear for the cask, modified as required to interface with the IIot

Shop equipment and operating requirements, and were reviewed and approved

by Transnuclear. Fission product gas of the cask contaimnent was sampled

by attaching a gas collection valve tree furnished with the cask to a

sample cylinder and a com_ection on the cask lid. This was done to
i

verify that vented gases, if they contained fission gas, would not exceed

facility stack gas operational limits. The radioactivity levels of the

gas in the sample cylinder were counted In an adjacent health physics

office using a mass spectrometer. This operation typical took about an

hour and was required before cask venting and lld bo].t removal
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could proceed. No fission gas indications were detected in the unloading

operations of fuel shipped from the Surry Power Plant or the E-MAD

Facility.

. No major contamination spread resulted from the air transfer of spent

fuel from the TN-eL casks to the spent fuel storage casks. Plastic

• sheeting was used on the cask personnel work platform to minimize the

amount of d_contaminatlon required after each cask unloading.

Decontamination generally consisted of removing the plastic sheeting in

an inward folding manner to trap any contamination inside the plastic

sheet and a radiologic survey to verify that contamination levels were

operationally acceptable. This process took approximately 3 to 4 hr.

After the fuel had been transferred to the storage casks and the lid

placed on the storage casks, the above decontamination and radiological

survey was completed and the TN-eL cask was prepared for loading into the

transport trailer per Transnuclear procedures. Prior to placing the cask

lid on the cask_ an internal radiological survey was conducted to

determine the contamination levels in the cask cavity. The lid was

installed, bolted, and torqued, and the cask cavity was backfilled with

nitrogen gas. The cask was leak-tested and its outer surfaces were

radiologically surveyed and decontaminated as required. The cask was

then placed on the transport trailer and removed from the Hot Shop, and

final shipping preparations (including a final radiological survey and

preparation of the shipping papers) were conducted.

Ali operations were conducted using detailed operation procedures with

comment sheets and information fill-in sheets. A detailed report could

be developed by reviewing the facility records. This could be valuable

in developing cask-handling time relationships and would allow a very

detailed estimate of specific cask- and fuel-handling operation times.

The low levels of contamination detected on the outer surfaces of the

casks were removed using standard manual decontamination techniques.

This operation took no more than 1 to 2 hr and was performed in

combination with the fin,_l radiological surveys.
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To collect samples of the curd and to perform radiological surveys inside

the cask, was an alt_inum reach pole with a sticky tape on one end Was

used. The tape was placed on the interior bottom of the cask and any

loose material was collected on its surface. The pole was removed from

the cask interior and the tape with attached crud placed in a plastic

sample bag. The radiological surveys were obtained in a similar mamler,

except that a standard smear tab was used instead of the tape and the

aluminum pole was moved laterally across the bottom of the cask. Surveys

were also taken on the upper interior surfaces of the cask by a

technician reaching down into the cask cavity from the top of the cask

lld opening. These surveys provided the information on the internal

contamination for the shipping paper preparation.

The fuel assemblies were specifically identified and characterized for

the testing of dry spent fuel storage cask and rod consolidation

performed at the Hot Shop and therefore may not be representative, as far

as crud is concerned, of fuel that may be received at a repository.

Further information, on crud characterization from certain fuel assemblies

shipped to the Hot Shop ks available in the flnal informal report,

entitled "Dry Rod Consolidation Technology Project at the Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory" EGG-WM-8059, April 1988.

At the completion of the E-_MD fuel shipping campaign, one of the TN-gL

casks had a high radiation level reading measured at the lower drain port

at the bottom of the cask. Transnuclear asked that the radiation level

be lowered while the cask remained inside the Hot Shop. It was

determined that contamination had collected in the qulck-dlsconnect

coupling at the bottom drain port on the cask and that this was the

source of the high radiation readings. The qulck-dlsconnect coupling was

replaced, and the radiation measurement was reduced to allowable shipping

levels.

P

The TN-gL cask unloading turnaround time averaged between 18 and 24 hr.

The actual turnaround time was a function of the time the cask was

received at the facility. Selective overtime was used to optimize

s_ngle--shlft facility trained personnel. Other factors that impacted

cask turnaround time included other Hot Shop programmatic work schedules,

Hot Shop equipment maintenance and breakdown, and dry spent fuel storage

cask testing work performed in combination with the cask fuel unloading.
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At_pendix A-5

Personal Communication

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory-ldaho Chemical Processing Plant

From: Douglas J. Hartman Toz Ronald Dermy

Of: Bechtel National, Inc. Of_ Westinghouse Idaho, Inc.

At: San Francisco, CA At_ idaho Falls, ID
a

Datel Various times between November 18, 1988 and March 7j ].989

D, Hartman and R. Denny discussed the handling and processing of spent

fuel transportation casks at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory's

Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (INEL-ICPP). Denny stated that most of

the shipments received at the facility are onsite shipments using the

NFS-IO0 cask. He added that the facility has received offsite shipments

of Fermi fuel in the NLI 1/2, ICPP has handled a large variety of

different cask types, According to Denny, these casks are designed for

noncommercial reactor fuel and are dimensionally smaller than casks

designed for conm_ercial power reactor fuel, The ICPP faci].ity design

provides for both wet cask unloading in a spent fuel unloading/storage

pool and dry cask unloading in a hot cell. Denny noted that, to date, no

spent fuel, 'has been unloaded in the hot cell.

Denny stated that casks received at ICPP are fairly clean.

Decontamination of the cask exterior surface for casks received at the

facility is infrequently required, The operation i$ typically limited to

wiping any hot spots on the cask,

Cask preparations for fuel unloading consist of checking the pressure and

, sampltng the cask containment (cavity) to determine the condition of the

fuel, Denny indicated that the cask containmen_ is sampled by filling

the cask cavity with water and directing a portion of the water to a

bucket as the cavity is being drained, A health physician subsequently

, performs a gross direct radiation measurement of _:hewater contained in

the bucket.

As the cask is lowered into the fuel pool for unloading, its exterior

surface is sprayed with deionized water. Demly indicated that a "film"

of delonized water will remain on the cask, limiting the amount of pool
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water contamination that comes into contact with the cask surface while

the cask is in the fuel pool. Denny noted that casks rarely remain in

the pool for ,lore than 2 or 3 ht. during fuel-unloadlng oper_'l_,ns, lie

added that gross rad_oactivlty levels of the pool water at the ICPP

facility run about 10-7pCi/ml. Once the cask has been pos:[tioned in

the pool, the closure head is extracted from the cask and removed from

the pool for visual inspection of the seal,

Denny stated that closure head _eals have sometimes been replaced at the

facility, The operation involves removing the seal from the closure

head, cleaning the seal groove (or seat)j applying vacuum grease to the

seat, and installing a new seal, Denny noted that the operation takes

about 1/2 hr.

After the fuel has been unloaded from the cask, the cask is raised from

the pool. Once the cask head rises above the surface of the water, a

syphon hose is inserted into the cask to drain the cavity. In addition,

the cask cavity and closure head seal surfaces are visually inspected at

this time. Denny stated that on the NFS-100, if the cavity is drained

using only the two 1/2 in. drain valves at the base of the cask, the

operation can take approximately 3 hr. Denny added that draining the

cavity of the NFS-100 using the syphon takes only about ]/2 hr.

Once the cask cavity has been drained, the closure head is reemplaced on

the cask and the cask exterior surface is decontaminated. Denny stated

that the decontamination operation is routinely limited to manually

wiping the cask surface dry. On occasion, commercial cleaning solutions

are used on spots where contamination is difficult to remove. Denny

added that the cask cavity penetrations are not leak-tested before

shipment offsite.
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